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for suffrage, Mary EUen Foster, Susan TS. Anthony and others."

Senators .Jones of Washington,
Thomas and Snafroth of Colorado,
Callings, poindexter, Works, of Cafol-- i
lifornia and A ahum of Arizona

"

lowed.

NO TH HEATS MADE, SAYS DANIEL
Salt take City, Utah, July 31. Sec-e- l

ary of Hie Navy Daniels and party
here' at 11 a. m. from Butte,
IS
arrived
THEIR
WOMEN"
FOR
"VOTES
was met at the station by
Mont,
'ie
THEY
SING
AND
SLOGAN,
G.'.f.ior
repreti ntatives of
Spry,
A
WILL
WITH
T
,

WANT CONSTITUTION CHANGED
LAW TO
FUNDAMETAL
DESIRE
EE AMENDED TO GRANT
JO FAIR SEX
SUF-FRAG- E

SPEECHES

FAVOR

ACTION

NUMBERS OF SOLONS URGE THE
AMENDMENT AS AN EX-

LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

Washington, July 31 "Votes for
was the demand today from
delegations of suffragettes frffm every
state in the union who besieged the
eenate chamber and bomoarded the
;
senators with petitions bearing many
of
thousands
signatures, urging
consideration of a woman suffrage
amendment.
The siege of the senate followed
'
a demonstration, in the course of
which hundreds of women paraded
from Hyattsville, Md., through the
country roads and the city streets,
avenue and
down
Pennsylvania
Memthe
grounds.
capitol
through
bers of the senate woman suffrage
committee, which has already favorably reported the suffrage amendment, met the petition bearers and
rode to the capitol with them.
- Miss Alice Paul, chairman of the
legislative committee of the National
American Woman Suffrage associaofficers of the association and
tion,
''
"
the "senate committee headed'1 the
it disbanded
the
At
capitol
parade.
and a cloudy of femininity fluttered
into the senate wing. The dignified
hush of the imposing marble room
just off the senate chamber was
shattered by the demano of women
from various states that their cards
be taken to their senators. The pages
were busy for the better part of an
hours, hurrying senators from the
chamber to meet their "constituents"
armed with petitions.
After the petitions had been presented the delegations flocked to the
regalleries, where seats had been
served, and the woman suffragists
on the floor of the senate took charge
Ash-ursof the demonstration. Senators
Works,
Owen, Poindexter, Jones,
Shaf-rotLane, Smoot, Clapp, Thomas,
addresses
and Hollis made brief
endorsing the petitions.
Senator Chamberlain of Oregon, author of the woman's suffrage amendment now before the senate, made an
address of welcome.
"We welcome you to the national
huncapital as the representatives of
dreds of thousands of patriotic men
and women of the United States," said
he. "You are the bearers of petitions
to congress praying that justice shall
be done to the women of the land. I
extend to you a cordial welcome as
the bearers of a message to the people
of the whole of this country, to the
confess of the United States and to
express hope that your mission may
be successful beyond your hopes and
expectations.
Senator Clapp said : ;
"The time is not far distant when
the American people will confer on
tbe American woman the only weapon
by means of which she can peacefully
defend herself and her children the
ballot."
For more than two hours the sufsenafrage demonstration continued,
tor after senator presenting petitions.
When the time came to take up the
tariff debate, Senator Simmons, in
charge of the bill, secured an agreement that it be laid aside until the
suffrage petitions remaining could be
received.
Practically every senator was armed with a bundle of petitions, bound
with the yellow ribbon of the suffragists. Senator Smoot, presenting the
Utah petitions, attacked militancy in
the fight for suffrage.
"Suffrage should be given, not to
the Pankhursts and the militant radicals among our women," he said, "but
to those who follow in the womanly
footsteps of the American pioneers
.
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LEADER

SENTENCED

Paterson, N. J., July 31. Patrick
Worker of the
QuinlaiC Industrial
World leader, active in the recent silk
workers strike, was sentenced today
to serve a year in the county jail for
saying last Saturday night at social
ist meeitng.
"Elect a socialist mayor and then
you wont have cops like Bummy Ryan
batting you over the head with a club.',
Quinlan admitted having used this
language, but denied it was disorderly
as charged. He is now out on bail
pending appeal from conviction in the
a two to seven year sentence in the
state prison for inciting to riot during
the strike. He will appeal today's
decision.
FOLLOW MOORE TO SHELF
Washington, July 31. R. E. Potter,
section director of the weather bureau at Trenton, N. J.; Prof. H. L.
Heiskel of the office of metterology,
and Daniel J, Carroll,, chief clerk of
the weather bureau! implicated in the
MANY

TELEGRAPHERS If

CLUB

FAVOHS ACTION
PASSES

RESOLUTIONS

M. C. A. TO ACCEPT

URGING Y.
MONT-

EZUMA PROPERTY

The committee appointed, by the
Commercial club to examine the proposition of accepting the generous offer of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe Railway company to give the Hot
Springs property to the Las Vegas
Y. M. C. A., made its report to the
directors of the cluD last night
Messrs. Kintrel, Haydon and Springer
were present, having been appointed
by the board of directors of the Y.
M. C. A. to represent the association.
The proposition as presented by the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway
is that the company will turn over its
properties at the Hot Springs to the
Y. M. C. A. with the one condition
that the property shall not be disposed of without the roaa's consent.
There are no other binding features.
All matters pertaining to the acceptance of the properties were discussed, it being the opinion of all
present that ways and means would
be forthcoming when the whole community realizes the value of these
properties as a means of attracting a
desirable class of new citizens here.
On motion of Director Stephen Powers the following resolution was unanimously adopted:
"Resolved, that the board of directors recommend that the Y. M. C. A.
accepts title to the Montezuma hotel
property upon the terms exrjfessed
in Mr. Engle's letter of July 10, 1913,
with the understanding that the Commercial club will recommend to the
community that it give the Y. M. C.
for The
A. the necessary support
maintenance and preservation of the
property and that upon the failure
of the community to so support and
maintain the property no adverse
criticism or opprobrium will attach
to the Y. M. C. A. for its failure to
support and maintain the property;
it being understood that the Y. M. C.
A. declines to assume any responsibility for maintaining the property
in good shape that will entail' the expenditure of money."
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Presence of Troops Causes Objection
Lansing, Mich.,. July 31. Copies of
resolutions adoptod.at mass meetings
held at Houghton and Hancock were
forwarded to Governor Ferris today,
ACT TO BE AWAITED BY
in which strike sympathizers protestBOTH PARTIES
ed against the action of the governor in permitting the troops to remain
San Francisco, July 31. For two in the copper country. The resolu
months the general committee of the tions in part are as follows:.
"Whereas, the present strike is
Order of Railway Telegraphers has
been in session here negotiating with largely, if not whol'ry, due to the re
the Southern Pacific company a new fusal of the operating companies to
wage schedule on which it has been meet representatives of their employthus far unable to reach an agree- es in conference to adjust hours,
ment. When this fact became known wages and working conditions, and
"Whereas, such a course is so arhere today E. J. Mahon, fifth vice
president of the order, who has been bitrary, so ruthless, toward file rights
active in the negotiations, said the of thousands of worKing men and
situation was "delicate," wbirft at the the welfare of the community and
offices of the company it was de- foreign to American Ideals of justice
and the square deal;
scribed at "not acute."
"Therefore, be it resolved by the
Thus there will be in session here
at the end of this week general com- citizens of this town, in mas meetmittees representing five unions, ing assembled, that we resent the
whose membership includes a major- imputation cast op the miners of this
ity of the employes in charge of the community, and we deplore the use
movement of trains. They are the of troops to enable the mine operademands of
Order of Railway
Conductors, the tors to resist the just
'
;
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, the miners; and
"Be it further resolved, that we
The Brotherhood of Locomotive Enthe goverr'or to remove tbe
request
gineers, the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Engineinen,"Vml tlw itv'oop at Ciice. '' '
way' TMegrfcpheVrf.

chief Willis L. Moore, which resulted
Tbe conductors and trainmen anin his dismissal, were removed from nounced last night tnat 96 per cent
office today.
of their menibershrp nad voted to
strike unless an agreement could be
reached on terms of employment, promotion and seniority on the com-

COMMERCIAL

MEXICAN

C0IEREIE1

tora e eultn ''if

sdleseil'V pDMca.L..va.tVi'Jt3f--.jo- f

CITY

ers to believe that there was no immediate prospect of any general rioting, and that fiuding the men at work
deaf to threats the union missionaries had turned their attention to the
women and children.
More workmen reported for duty
today, according to mine operators.
The union leaders claimed, however,
IN
that there has been no appreciable
break, Two miners who are alleged
to have headed the strikers who took HENRY LANE WILSON'S REPORT
ON SOUTHERN
OPERATORS
the stars away from deputies in the
MAY BE FIFTH
WILL NOT CHANGE ATTITUDE
Initial stages of the strike, were arTO WALK OUT
OF PRESIDENT, IS RUMOR
rested.
C. E. Mahoney, vice president of the
LEADERS
CONSIDER
STEP Western Federation, of Miners, return- NO RECOGNITION IN SIGHT
ed from Lansing today, but declined
to discuss his visit to Governor Ferris
DIF-- ' nor
GOVOFFICIALS AND EMPLOYES
would he venture a prediction as INTIMATED THAT HUERTA
ERNMENT WILL NOT BE COUNto the future attitude of the state
FER, AS TO DELICACY OF

infantry and a local committee, who took him immediately to
the Mormon tabernacle, where he
listened to an organ recital. A luncheon In his honor followed. Secretary
Daniels Bald the report of his saying
yesterday that he had received threatSITUATION
ening letters from Industrial Workers
'World n3 a result, of his Seatof '
He declared
tle tipeoch was inoorect.
NO
EARLY
DEVELOPMENT
he had received no such threats. The
secretary's party was scheduled to deUNDER
MEDIATION
NEWLANDS
part at 2:43 p. m. for Denver.
I.
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pany's electric lines, which the men
fear are to be operated at lower pay
on a trolley car basis.
No further Immediate developments
are expected until word has been received from the mediators named
under the Newland act passed ibis
month by congress as an ememoncy
measure to deal with the strike situation on the Eastern railroads. The
company invoked their officers by
telegraph last night and the "snduot-or- s
and trainmen stated tlia; they
were willing to consider mediation,
but not arbitration. No action has
been taken by the engineers, firemen
f.nd enginemen, who have asked ihe
conductors and trainmen to ptstpone
a final decision until it can b'e learned how the company's plan T.o operate its electrified lines as s?parue
units affects the motive power department.
The telegraphers' list of grievances
is separate' from that of the other
unions, but they are in close touch
and sympathy with them.
TWO DIGNITARliS MEET
Washington, July 31. "Ty" Cobb
called at the White House today with
Representative Tribble of Georgia, and
President Wilson greeted him warmly.
Cobb invited the president to see the
game, especially
on Saturday, when a cup will be presented' to Walter Johnson. The president said he would try' to attend.
Detroit-Washlnsto-

n

MINERS'
WILL BE

',;

'

Governor Ferris' reque.. for a conference has been mailed to the legislative office by Brigadier General Abbey, and will not reach Lansing before night, in all probability.
Mother Jones Coming
Calumet, Mich, July 31. Announcement of Governor Ferris' next move
following the probable receipt in Lansing today of the replies showing
failure of his proposal for a conference of operators and miners was
awaited with interest here. The strike
situation unchanged today.
That the union leaders expect the
trouble to continue, however, was
shown by announcements that "Mother Jones had accepted their invitation to come to the copper country
and would be here next Tuesday.
Plans for a big demonstration of welcome to the aged strike leader were
immediately begun.

GENERAL

BY.

U. S.

TONE IS FRIENDLY

PEACE, BUT NOTHING FURTHER,
LIKELY TO BE MESSAGE TO
SOUTHERN

REPUBLIC

Washington, July 31. Strong inti
mations came from the White House
late today that nothing in the recent
conferences with Ambassador Henry
Lane Wilson hi:', ".hanged the judgment of President Wilson as to the
course be ought to pursue with respect to Mexico. It became known
that the president was formulating a
pc'icy entirely friendly 'n character
toward Mexico, and that it did not
contemplate recognition of Huerta under any circumstances.
To Forfeit Land Holdings
Douglas, Ariz., July 31 Under a
law just enacted by the constitutionalist state congress of Sonora, the

great holdings of the great land barons
of the territory under control of the
rebel government are declared forfeited. According to advices received
here today the government machinery
at Hermosillo already, has been put iu
trm?raftinn to wti fiscal the estates or
air neboW not in'- sympathy with "Ike
constitutionalists' cause. This number includes all of the great land owns
ers, among them the Torres and
of
millions
hold
who
families,
acres.
The law provides also that all holdings which a property owner is unable or unwilling to cultivate shall be
forfeited. A communal committee of
three has begun inquiry into all land
titles.
Ter-raza-

Diaz is Hissed
Los Angeles, Calif., July 31. There
being no indications of further demonstration against him, General Felix Diaz, the Mexican special envoy
to Japan and his suite, took a motor
trip today, guarded only by Mexican
secret service men. He maintained
secrecy as to his destination, but it
was presumed that he intended to seek

an interview with General Geronimo
Trevino, the veteran soldier and associate of his uncle, Porfirio Diaz, who
ENGLAND HOLDS OUT
London, July 31. Great Britain has recently announced that he was willdecided against participation in the ing to return to Mexico and act as
Panama-Pacifiexposition at San mediator between the warring
Notification of
Francisco in 1915.
this determination of the British govIn curt replies to the questions of
ernment was conveyed officially to Interviewers, General Diaz said the
Washington early this, week, the dis- demonstration of rebel sympathizers
patch merely stating that Great Brit- last night, when menacing shouts of
ain was not in a position to partici- Death to Diaz" drowned the vivas of
pate In the San Francisco exposition. his friends, was of no consequence.
No reasons were given.
In his motor trip, however, the genIt has been mooted for some time, eral and his party carefully avoided
however, that the dispute in regard the vicinity of the Mexican colony.
to the Panama canal tolls might posCruiser to Bring Back Refugees
sibly lead to this result and the pres
ent notification of
Washington, July 31. The cruiser
is attributed to that cause.
South Dakota has arrived at California City on her way to Guaymas
to relieve the cruiser Pittsburgh.
When the Pittsburgh returns to San
Francisco she will bring any refugees
TODAY IN CONGRESS
who wish to leave Guamab.
c

ROTECTE

Washington, July 31. Senate: ReSWORN
general debate on tariff bill.
Senator Gronna attacked tariff bill,
THEM saying it would not benefit consumers
INJURE
THREATS TO
PREPARATIONS FOR
CAUSE
because it would Injure, if not de- OUT FOR MANAGERS
SLEEPING QUARTERS
stroy, the producers.
Senator Thornton, democrat, assailCalumet, Mich., July 31 Increased ed the democratic party's determina- CORONER CHARGES PROMOTERS
FOR
RESPONSIBILITY
WITH
complaints of threats against the tion to put sugar on the free list in
MOTORDROME FATALITY
wives and children of
cop 1916.
per mine employes caused General P.
Suffragettes from all states preCincinnati, July 31. With seven
L. Abbey of the Michigan state troops sented petitions urging woman sufdead and three others dying as the
to consider seriously today tbe ne frage constitutional amendment
of Martin M. result of the'' accident to the motorcessity of establishing central sleep-inbefore
worn-eterrified
lobby commit- cycle of Odin Johnson at the Lagoon
Mulhall
where
the
began
quarters
motordrome last night, Conorer James
can rest under guards.
tee. .
in
of Kenton county, Kentucky,
meets
Wise
Not
Fri
session;
head
House:
Reports reaching brigade
today swore to warrants charging
quarters led the military command- - day at noon.

VARIANTS

sumed

non-unio- n

n

--

DITION

motor
Manager Eberhardt of the
drome, Manager Wilber of the park,
and Manager Rusch of the motorcycle league, with manslaughter.
The revised list of the dead follows:
OLIN JOHNSON a! Salt Lake City,
Utah, motorcycle racer.
WILLIAM DAVIS, 5, Ludlow, Ky.
HENRY
ANDREWS, 15, at first
believed to be Samuel Travers, Cin
STAR WITNESS IN LOBBY INVEScinnati, O.
MRS. WILLIAM
MICHAELS, 30,
TIGATION FEELS NEED OF
Ludlow, Ky.
GOOD LAWYER
MISS ETHEL BUCHTMAN,
20,
Covington, Ky.
JAMES CARTER, 30, Cincinnati.
IS ON
WILLIAM
PATTERSON, 39, Cin

WML

DEMAND

ENTERS
FOR

COUNSEL

CROSS-EXAMINATI-

cinnati, O.
Attending physicians say at least
three of the burned cannot recover
and that the condition of several
others is precarious.
The gasoline tank of the racing
machine of Odin Johnson exploded
and scattered the burning fluid over
the spectators.
The fiery fluid was thrown over at
least 30 persons and it is considered
surprising that the death list did not
run even higher. The cause of the
accident, according to Gabanna of
the Cleveland team, which was contesting with the Cincinnati team at
the time, is that Johnson collided
with him a moment before he crashed into an electric light pole at the
side of the track. Gabanna said the
impact was slight, but that it forced
Johnson to go to the outside and in
doing so he took the upper elevation
of the track. This started him on
his road to destruction, but just why
he was not able to right himself cannot be explained even by his fellow
riders in the race.

ATTORNEYS

FOR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION ASK EMBARRASSING QUESTIONS
GO

QUERIES
DIRECT

THROUGH

CHAIR

INTERROGATIONS

ARE

NOT PERMITTED BY THE

SENATE COMMITTEE

Washington, July 31. Martia SI.
Mulhall's
by attor
neys for the National Associatloa of.
Manufacturers betore the eenate lob
by committee today opened Wlta a
lively row between Senator Reed ana
Attorney Robert McCarter. . JlcCar-te- r
Insisted on asking questions himself; Senator Reed insisted that ell
questions should go througn the
Chairman
Overman ruled
with Senator Reed;
McCarter precipitated the putbreak
by asking Mulhall If be had not been,
discharged from the Cleveland police
force for violation of a etate law.
Mulhall replied he was dismissed
CHINESE REBELS WEAKEN
for
political reasons, and demanded
Peking, July 31. The revolutionary
counsel.
forces in the south are steadily being
"I was advised by friends to refuse
subdued by the northern troops supto
answer," he said. "1 want counsel.
porting the government of Provisional I insist on
It, and refuse to go on tin-tPresident Yuan Shi Kai. The rebel
I have it. I'll go to jail before
leaders disappear whenever the revoI'll answer questions .bout my per
menaced by
lutionary" centers
affairs 30 or 40 years ago."
sonal
ji Shi Kai's ad-l- i
government troops.
to throw-ligh, ."Instead-obeins fies'ig-ne'l
hi f
buiou" "today
it ' tt,
on this case, many Of tin.'over the successes ga!: y by the royal
questions are designed to throw mud
army.
They advocate the introduc- at the witness," eaid' Senator Reed.
tion of dictatorial form of government.
"This is an investigation, not a trial.
It is said they hope for' the ultimate I insist
you have no right to say a
establishment of a new "Yuan dynasword here," he concluded, addressing
ty," under which they would share McCarter.
in the spoil of office. They contend
Mulhall withdrew his demand for
that any compromise at the present counsel and the
hearing proceeded,
time would place China in a compro with the
attorneys submitting their
mising condition of revolution which questions to Chairman Overman.
they argue would be most dangerous
"Is it not true that Samuel H.
owing to the territorial aspirations of Springer, who resides at your house
'
Russia and Japan.
tried to dispose of these letters to
the Philadelphia Press and the Phil
adelphia Record?" Mulhall was askcom-mitte-

e.

il

al

t

f

ftii'.ij

SANTA FE ENGINES

ed.

"It's a vicious lie," he shouted.
denied that fie ever offerCOLLIDE IN YARDS ed the correspondence to tw3 magazines or to the New York Times. He
denied having made a statement to
Richard Barry, who was representing
THE "GOAT" IS BADLY DAMAGED,
him, that the manufacturers would
WHILE 1601'S BOILER PLATE
pay $150,000 for the documents If
IS TORN
they could not be disposed of to papers or magazines.
Last night, while backing down the
Mulhall denied that he agreed Barlead in the local freight yards of the ry should Bell the letters to the New
Santa Fe Railway company, Engine York World for $lo,t)00 and that he
1601, in charge of Engineer W. Train-o- r would be content with
$5,000, but
and Fireman Clay, ollided with the later he testified that at Barry's sugnight switch engine, No. 354, causing gestion he did agree. He never paid
heavy daamge to both engines. The' Barry.
"Have you published all the lotter3
enginemen in charge of the two engines received practically no injury between you and the association?"
from the collision.
asked Senator Cummins.
'
T believe I have not "
Engine 1601 had been ordered out
for a train that was made up on track
No. 3, and, in charge of a brakeman.
PARCEL POST DISCUSSED
left the round house for this track.
Denver, Colo., July 31. The work
While backing down the lead
that ings of the parcel post law were di
connects with all the tracks In the cussed today at the annual convention
north part of the yards, engine 1C01 of the Associations of Postmaster oC
was met by the switch engine, which first class offices.
The address was
was backing out of track No. 4 with a made by Daniel C. Roper, first assiststring of cars. The engines met just ant postmaster ceneral. He explained"
as engine 1601 was starting down track various features of the parcel pott
No. 3. The tender of the switch en- system from the standpoint of the degine wa3 knocked from the track, partment at Washington. His address
while the rest of the engine was bad- was prefaced with a historical sketch
ly damaged.
of early day mail transporttaion in the
The big engine received slight dam- west.
age. The boiler plate was torn In sevAmong others who took' part in the
eral places but the damage, was s!i ibt disdission were II. G. Eastman, post-mi- s'
cr at Oklahoma City, Okla., ami
compared with that to the switch
Luckily both firemen at tbe W S. Walpole of Pueblo.
time of the collision, were shoveling
!
coal Into the fire boyes end
NEGRO MURDERER TO HANG
a
sli.'iht
scratches
and
burn
few
only
Dallas, Tex., July 31. With but
As soon as the engines net the pteam momentary changes from the buKmv
pipes were broken on born locomo- demeanor that has characterized him
tives, making a deaffinina; noise hear:! since his arrest, Floyd Stanton, a rnv
all over the city. An investigation
appears little Effected
tin f
wa3 held by the local officials
th:s that tomorrow, is the slate fij. ! :'
his execution. Stanton
morning as to the cause of the
was f ,(
guiy of nnirderinir Ms dirom-Mulhall

rp-ei-

.

j

TWO
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Wt lillTY MATTER
DECIDED BY

JUSTICES

mitted the confession in evidence,
rule it out if satisfied that the confession was not free and voluntary by
subsequent evidence.
If there be a conflict of evidence and
the court is not satisfied that the confession was voluntary the confession
may be submitted to the Jury, under
instructions to disregard It if upon all
the evidence they believe it was involuntary.

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS IN RELATION TO INDICTMENTS
AND "
EVIDENCE SETTLED

PICKED THE WRONG NIGHTIE

NO. GAY WIDOWS

Waiter's Scheme to Save "Tips" Was When
a Good One, but It Failed to
Work

Out."

waiter in a certain cafe has for
sworn nightshirts for pajamas, and
tnereoy hangs a tale.
This waiter, Hans by name, was for
a long while accustomed to come home
at night with his pockets full of sil
ver, his "tips" for the day, and his
wife, when he had fallen asleep, would
raid the silver supply.
Hans, of
course, was quite aware of this unkind
proceeding on his wife's part, but
ne said notnlng as he racked his Teutonic brains for a scheme that would
put an end to this sort of thing.
One night he waited until his spouse
had sunk in slumber. Then he got up,
took all the silver from his pockets,
crept silently back to bed and tied all
the money In a corner of his nightshirt. He congratulated himself on
his cleverness, figuring that he had
devised a means to stop the raids.
His surprise the next morning may,
therefore, be imagined, when his wife
addressed him thus:
"Thank you so much, Hans, for the
present."
"What present?"
"Why, all that money tied in my
nightie." New. York World.
A
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LIVE

HE.

Husband Dies In Madagasc-Hi- s
Wife Is Subjected to Many
Cruel Treatments.

There are no gay widows in STadr
gascar not, at least,' for one jsv
after the husband has died. In Mac. ..
gascar, on the death of any man
position, on the day of the funeral th
wife Is placed in the house dressed t;
in her best clothes and wearing
ornaments, of which in gore- -.
she possesses a considerable quanti!;
There she remains until the rest I
the house have returned from tlie

WARDE N REGARDS
CONVICTS

AS

WOMEN'S

'

TAILORED SUITS, WASH
SUITS, MILLINERY,
PARASOLS

BROTHERS

This court will not review the disPREACHER-POLITICIABELIEVES
cretion of the trial court in the matter
IN DISCIPLINE AND LOVE
of permitting a child of tender years
FOR PRISONERS
to be sworn, as a witness, under the
Santa Pe, N. M., July 31. Important provisions of Sec. 3016, Compiled
Leavenworth, Kas., July 31 The
As eoon as her relatives return tin
decisions were rendered by the state Laws of 1S97, except in a clear case
Rev. J. D. Botkln, who succeeded J.
to
WOOL AND SILK
revile her in most a bud-begin
supreme court yesterday in two cases. of abuse of such discretion.
language and tell her that it is h: K. Codding as warden of the Kansas
Both matters were related to proceExceptions to the decisions of the
state penitentiary, has adopted a sys
fault that she has been stronger th
dure in finding of indictments and in court uion any matter of law arising
tem which, he believes, will do much
her husband and that she is real!;;
character of evidence introduced.
cause of his death. They proceed
during the progress of a cause must
toward reforming his charges. For
The cases came from the district be taken at the time of such decision
tear the ornaaents from her ears ar, a month
prior to his becoming warden
All
neck and arms and give her a clori he
courts of Colfax and Socorro counties and no exceptions shall he taken In
Coasts
served as chaplain, during which
a
and
with
spoon
a broken handle ai;
Both were argued at the January term any appeal to any proceeding in the
he came in close contact with the
a dish with the foot broken off. P
of court and in both cases the district district court except such as shall
convicts and formed some ideas as to
hair Is disheveled and she is cov
court, from which they were appealed, have been expressly decided in that
with a coarse mat, under which sU what prison conditions should be. He
was sustained.
court.
remains all day long and can
regards every man, in Or out of pris
The opinions are as follows:
at night. And she may not spe.. on, as his
Juries Drawn
brother, and on this he in
to anyone who goes into the hour
State of New Mexico, appellee, vs.
The federal grand jury for the Octends to base nis treatment of the
Neither is she allowed to wash h :
Ricardo Alva, Appellant. Appeal from tober term of court and the petit jury,
for
face or hands, but only the tips of criminals in his charge.
Nothing
District Court, Colfax county.
and the petit Jury for the special term
her fingers.
Jerry Botkln, ,as he is more famil
No
This is an indictment for rape, com- of the court to be held at Albuquerque
All this the Madagascar widow en iarly known, grew to manhood on Il
dures for a year, or at least for eigliing up to this court from the district commencing October 21 were drawn
linois and Kansas farms. In youth
court of Colfax county. Judgment yesterday.
MEMORY
TAKES A HOLIDAY monttia, and even when this is over he played in a brass band
and fidtime
her
for
was returned against the defendant,
mourning is not emit'
Suit for Damages
dled
for
dances.
At
country
the age
for a considerable period.
sentencing him to serve not less than
J. B. Elmer and O. A. Vogel have Overworked, It Goes on Vacation and
of 19 he joined the Methodist
The
straw
last
has VGCasLoadirtgSiorQ
consists
of
fact
the
Epis
Its Peculiarities Then Are
five years, nor more than six years, sued the Santa Fe railroad in the local
that she is not allowed to go home to copal church and soon afterward he
and
Varied.
Many
from which judgment he appeals. The federal district court for damages In
i
SI
her own relations until she has been returned to Illinois and went into the
Judgment of the district court is af- the sum of $1,663 alleged to have been
Does the memory get tired of being first divorced by her husband's family. pulpit. Thirty
years ago he was
- " rv
"
firmed.
sustained by them to a shipment of taxed so heavily, and when it sees that
transferred to the Southwest Kansas
Man
Woman.
and
V
.
Syllabus
cattle from Gallup, N. M., on June 1 no consideration is paid it and m al
of which he is still a
'
Established 1862
Some day, when all the nonsense conference,
lowance made for its fatigue does it
South. SidaVlayL
It is a general rule that an indict- of this year.
member. After serving two years in
and
have
died
out
ot
sentimentality
own
its
pull
machinery
ment for a statutory offense la suffithe
ministry he went to Greencastle,
Alleged Violations Charged
throttle and retire to some nice spot the world, It will be universally admitcient when it charges the offense as
Alleging three separate and distinct of recuperative calm? Is this what ted that men and women are made up Ind., where he attended college for
the statute defines it.
violations of the feedral hours of ser- happened recently when S. Frank of the same ingredients and that the a year. He was reared a republican, commuted. It is safe to say that healing,
strengthening and tonic.
whether vice law, the United States, through Holley, an active business man, was preponderance of good or bad, weak- but finally became a populist, and in from 90 to 95 per cent of the present Obey that impulse today and
Corroborative evidence,
give
ness
or
them
in
is
a
the
individual
inmates
must
will
chance to help your. O. G.
return to society. The
189G he was elected cqngressman-at-largstrength,
consisting of acts or admissions,
United States District Attorney Steph- lost for an entire month in New York,
not
the
sex.
When
Schaefer
women
have
and Red Cross Drug Store!
at least be of such a character and en B. Davis, has filed suit in the local coming to his real self in an uptown achieved full
by a fusion of populists and state should be, and is, concerned in
Adv.
liberty, in other words democrats. In 1908
house from where he phoned
the reformation of these people.
was
he
demquality as tends to prove the guilt federal court against the Colorado anu rooming
the
fully found themselves, and, increas"I firmly believe in the efficiency SUFFRAGETTE
of the accused by connecting him with Southern railroad asking for the pen- his mourning relatives that he was on ingly confident
of their swelling ocratic nominee for
governor, but ,
the way home?
DEMONSTRATION
of
the old Gospel in the reformation
was
the crime.
defeated
stand
W.
on
R.
Stubbs.
their own
When
by
squarely
ally of $50 in each of the three cases.
that month of absence Hol- ranks,
Washington, July 31. The second
During
two
of
men, and my study of the people big demonstration
feet, they will be just as rapaci- Governor Hodges offered him the
As p general rule when an act Is In each case E. J.
Griffith, agent of ley ate, drank, slept, w,alked and talkthat the advocates
by the C. and S. at Mt. Dora, Union ed. He may have made an engage- ous, just as dishonest, just as sharp wardenship of the penitentiary he ac confined here has convinced me that of women
prohibited and made punishable
have held in the
suffrage
and
as
and
conditions
what is needed in the office of chap- national
statute, the statute is to "be construed county, Is alleged to have been work- ment with a temporary memory serv- the law
cepted.
capital
took place
The
weaker or less
permit.
ant. In fact he must have done so,
I regard every man, in priscn or lain is a man with a heart as Well today and was
in the light of the common law, and ed for more than 13 hours at a
out far more
carried
stretch, because he had to remember where he resourceful will drop to the underout, as my brother, although I find as mind1 one who has campasslon
the existence of a criminal intent is the alleged violations
successfully than the similar demonoccurlng on lived during this stage and also re- world as they do today (where they
that some of my brothers are instinc for the fallen and who has abliity to stration and
will
essential. '
to
divide
continue
the
honors
with
January 23, January 24, and February call the various necessities of continparade hem last March
men), but these women of brains and tive criminals ana nave to De re- influence and lead men, and I have on the eve of the
The legislature may forbid the doing 2, all in 1913.
uity incidental to daily routine. But character
inauguration of
that deliberately select the strained," said the new warden. been very careful in selecting sucn President Wilson.
of an act and make Its commission
the knowledge of who he was remain
The chief object
Apply for Parole
for
their
open
talents
instead
of
a
man
the
for
this
Rev.
The
"Some are made criminals by en
position.
criminal without regard to the intent
of the demonstration today was to
The following prisoners at the state ed for a month a big, dead blank
fiB" mantatvihls own game,
Folks he met noticed nothing strange
some are in prison be- Harmon Allen of Caney, Kas., is now present petitions to the senate askof the doer, and if such.' legislative penitentiary have applied for
vironment;
rout
him.
be,
may
parole about him. But there he was, a walk
dispossess cause
of some sudden and violent in charge and is proving his great ef
intent appears the courts must give and action on the
ing that bbdy to pass immediately a
applications will be ing automaton so far as his Identity him, eat him up. Gertude Atherton,
temptation. All possess some good. ficiency.
it effect although the intention of the taken at a meeting of the board of and his business affairs were con- in Yale Review.
constitutional amendment enfranchis
"It is my theory thai no man can
observation Is
My experience and
doer may hare been innocent.
r
.. ,
1
ing women all over the country.
.
penitentiary commissioners to be held cerned.
Made Matters Worse.
that liquor does more to fill our pris- be reformed in idleness, and that no
I - a criminal prosecution the state
The demonstration was participated
.
"
August 12:
A Toronto newspaper
ons than any other crime. Most of man after reformation can make good In by
recently
is not required to prove a motive for
delegations of suffragists from
Venceslao Gallegos, McKinley coun
Custom of the Country.
printed an account of an accident the parole violations are traceable In idleness. The effort is to keep all
the crime, if without this the evi- ty; Juan P. A. Martinez, Union county;
states. The delegations renmany
The gossiping grocer could not which befell two
men who
men busy at some employment. dezvoused
dence is sufficient to show that the Nazario Alarid, Santa Fe county; Pe- make out at first whom the Inquisi- are acknowledged leaders in the pres- directly to this habit. We have here these
during the forenoon at
tive customer was talking about. ent Tirnhihitinn mntfemfint Tha nort. today a young man who, when he Few busy men are criminals. They Hyattsville, Md., where they were ofart was done by the accused.
J.
dro
Martinf"VRio Arriba county;
have neither the time nor the incli
he recognized some note of dent occurred
H matters not how two words are
bjelr way home from i(was received here, brough a letter
Lino Valles, ( V county; Jose jr. Finally
nation. I believe in the workj habit, ficially greeted by the Washington
Identification.
I
i
th
la
ot
Stanford
New
White
s'!('!r-iitBfperancB'nfi.af:- 'the newspa-- Fm
what their orthography is; iiontoya,
suffragettes and escorted into this city
Moses
county;
mean
Betjf
said
Jo
those
Un,
you
he,
per in Its desire to be funny added to York, giving him a high recommenda and we are going to drill work into in automobiles. At Hyattsville there
are Idem sonans within the mean- Lunl
Padil-Ia- , country people on the fourth floor at
Jose
L.
unty;
the news item this closing sentence: tion as an architect of promise and all the inmates here so that when was a
- nf the books, if the attentive ear $tearnes,
program of speechmaking in
Guadalupe county; James Arm- No. 120?"
"Fortunately both gentlemen were one whose work had already com- they go out they will continue to the
"n;is difficulty in distinguishing them strong, Bernalillo county; Jess Day,
"I didn't know they were country sober at the time." This
public
park and the raising of a
vicmade the
manded attention. A short time ago work. Not all the men here can be suffrage flag.
v
people," said the customer.
x'n pronounced, or common and long Chaves
of
tims
the
accident
and
cross,
Marcelino
pretty
county;
Lujan,
c- utinued
"Well, they are," was the positive they demanded an immediate public he was paroled and appeared to be taught a trade, but they can all be
Upon arrival in the capital the
usage has by corruption or Union county; Guadalupe Tafoya, San
reply. "The way they buy their gro- apology from the newspaper. In the getting along all right For two led to form the habit of sustained parade of automobiles
abbrevation made them identical in
proceeded
Colfax
Miguel county; Arthur Eduard,
ceries shows that
next Issue of the paper this item ap- weeks we lost track of him. Then labor as well as learn how to work. south on Fourteenth street to Pennpronunciation.
never say 'Give me a pound peared: ;"Hon.
county; Claud Perkins, Grant county;
Rigid1
"They
must
fee maintained
discipline
and J. B
Mo.,
, we heard of him at Maryville,
Pronunciation and not spelling Is Luis
Torres, Grant county; Jose of this,' or 'two pounds of that,' or Esq., demanded an apology for our drunk. There was nothing to do but in the Interest of the proper govern- sylvania avenue, and then on to the
the test in the application of the
The presentation of the peRarela, Sierra county; Fred Huffman, 'a quart of something else.' They al- having stated that they were both so- to send after him, which we did, and ment of the prison and for the addi- capltol.
to
titions
the senate was accompanied
rule.
a
I
want
of
worth
ways
say,
quarter's
ber at the time of the recent acciBernalillo county; Jos. Tudor, Grant
tional reason that it is vitally impor-- .
by, brief addresses delivered by sevIt two names spelled differently county; Frank Rice, Chaves county; Bomething,' or a dollar's worth, or dent. We have pleasure in withdraw- now he must serve his sentence.
is the amount of money
"The notion that a penitentiary is tant for these prisoners to learn the eral of the national leaders of the
ing our previous observation."
necessarily sound alike, the court may P. Gallegos, San Miguel county; whatever to
habit of obedience to proper rule and
wish
they
spend.
a
place to wreak vengeance upon the
as a matter of law, pronounce them
equal suffrage movement
"Nine-tenthChaves county; M. E.
of the people fresh
Stairs,
Henry
authority.
criminal is repugnant tp the sentito be idem sonans but if they do not
from
the
In
market
I
"So
that way.
country
far have made but few chang
Streeter, Quay county; E. Cassanovia.
ment of our times. The modern and
DON'T use a cough medicine conneressarily sound alike, the question Grant county; Charles Sanders, Quay It takes a city experience of a year or
es from the system employed by War
humane
is
thought
that
or morphine. They
whether they are idem sonans is a
more
Short
of Berries.
to
opium
punishment
break
taining
habit."
the
county; Albert ellarst, Curry county,
"I can't understand how some things for crime consists of depriving the den Codding, but there are a number constipate the bowels and do
not
question for the jury.
Jose Baca, San Miguel county; Thomof
I
imwhich
can
believe
things
be
cure, only stifle the cough. Examine
get their names," declared the grumpy criminal of liberty and requiring him
Exceptions to instructions must, be as Vadrez, San Miguel
Misunderstood.
and which I shall bring about the label and if the medicine conboarder.
county; W. P.
to perform useful labor
The funda- proved
Two young women went to the
specific.
tains these harmful opiates refuse it
as early as posible."
"For instance?"
Koolten, Chaves county; George Price, matinee.
mental
purpose of it all is reformaThey could not get seats
Foley's Honey and. Tar Compound
"Take this strawberry shortcake. tion.
Grant, county; F. L. McVey,
Grant together, but were told at the box
contains no opiates, Is healing and
State of New Mexico, appellee, vs
If
had
called
straw-cak- e
they
it
shortberry
OBEY THAT IMPULSE
county.
office that each could have an end
"There are at present between 800
soothing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
I could have seen the
Jose Sanchez y Armijo, ,'ippellant. Ap
Instead of the daily torment of Cross Drug- - Store. Adv.
point"
seat, center aisle, in adjoining rows,
and
900 Inmates of this
penitentiary,
weak
sore
peal from the district court, Socorro
back,
backache,
and most likely somebody who came
kidneys,
about GO of them, being women. There swollen1
Thinks She Can Sing.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and alone and had a chair next to one of
joints and rheumatism, obey
county.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
are
88
life
termers
that
imulse
to take Foley Kidney Pills. Take LAXATIVE BROMO
"What Dick can see in the girl he
and others whose
them would obligingly exchange seats.
The appellant was indicted,
Diarrhoea Remedy.
tried
Quinine
to marry I can't understand."
sentences amount to a lifetime. Many" They
with nature, which Tablets. Druggists refund money if
Mr. W. S. Ounslaus, a Pennsylvania Near the close of the first act qne is
and convicted at the March, 1H12, term
accounts
for
success
their
In
"Love
all
is
to
it
know."
fails
of
blind,
cure.
E.
these sentences probably will be
W. Grove's
you
of the district court of Socorro county fanner, residing near Fleming, P. 0 of the young women timidly whisand bladder disorders. They are ture Is on each box. 25c. Adv.signa"Well, love will have to be deaf
to a heavy, middle-ageman at
"For the past fourteen pered
of the crime of murder in the second IV. says:
her side, who had been sitting stiffly and dumb, too, If he gets along with
ner.
ri I have used Chamberlain's Colic and looking straight ahead:
degree, and sentence! to a term of
50 years in the penitentiary at hard Cholera and JMarrhoea Remedy in my
"Are you alone, sir?"
CAPITAL PAID IN
The man buried one side of his face
family and have found It to be an ex
I;:lor.
SURPLUS
in
his
and
I
program
cellent
breathed:
remedy.
Slate Production.
always have a bot
Immediately after the homicide the
$100,000.00
"Sh!
Wife." Everybody's
$50,000.00
The slate production of the United
surendered himself to a jus-t- i tie of it in my house and take pleas
"
States is practically confined to th
" of the peace,
stating that he had ure in recommending it to my
northeastern
Al
of
part
the
country.
friends."
all
sale
For
kii:
in
dealers.
the deceased
self defense. He
by
Had a Very Weighty Reason.
though scattered deposits more oi
was rhortly thereafter taken before a Adv.
Binks, proprietor of Binks' Freaks, less developed, occur elsewhere, the
iCU
cnr". Vs Jury where he responded to
a fcideshow appurtenance to a three-rin- g eastern slate is shipped to supply mar
ce.r'i !,. questions addressed to him OHIO VALLEY VETERINARIANS
I
VI
circus, while getting together his k.ts on the western coast as well
Ounnimrham. President
New Harmony, Ind., July 31. The talent for the
as in the central and southern parts
T. Hoskins, Cashier.
concerning the homicide, the admisopening of the road
Frank Springer,
sion in evidence of these statements Ohio Valley Veterinary Medical so season, received a telegram saying of the country. Pennsylvania Is the
S. Uewis, Ass't. Cash
greatest producer.
by him p resenting the principle ques- ciety met in annual convention here that Butercup Tubbs, his
tion raired upon this appeal. There today with Dr. C. P. Fleming of Terre fat woman, had Just died.
An hour or so later he met on the
is no denial of the homicide, but the Haute presiding. The attendance in
street an acquaintance whom he had
After the Bad Fit.
Pa.id
eluded leading representatives of the not seen for
defense urged was solely one of
months.
Alfred was having one of his
medical
baj
Affirmed.
veterinary
profession from
"Why, hello, Binks," the acquaintdays, and upon caning to the table
many points in Ohio, Kentucky and ance said. "Glad to see you but
Syllabus
to cry. He was sent to the kitchwhat's
Indiana.
the matter, you're not looking en to wait until the
The admission In evidence of a confamily had
At. Had trouble?"
fession by the accused is to he de"Yes," replied Binks shortly. "I've
Several minutes afterward, when
termined by the fact of whether the
ff a substitute Is offered you for just suffered a heavy loss."
i:iu incident was
same wps
forgotten by all but
freely, and without Foley Kidney Pills, It means a cheapemail Alfred, the kitchen door
opened
to
of
cause.
er
Is
benefit
his
medicine
hope
nressed upon you for
Not Hurt Socially.
softly and a small red head and a
The Judge, and as a preliminary ''ir dealer's profit, not yours.
Foley
of
'I wouldn't associate with him. I pair
dancing eyes, but a very sethe dealer
STOCK
wit.hnnt which no confession can go Kidney Pills may cost
rious little face, was thrust into the
00
more than a cheap substitute, but understand he's served a term in pris
to the jury, determines, on testimony
on."
dining
room,
while
a very pathetic
they give better results than any oth'That's true, but it was for an of little voice said: "Anybody here call
laid before him, both for and against, er kidney and bladder medicine. Ash
Office With the San Mirjuel National Bank
whether or cot to admit the confes- for Foley Kidney Pills. O, G. Schae- - fense involving a million dollars or Alfred?' Woman's Home Companion
more; nothing really disgraceful, you
sion; the burden being on the prose- fer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv. know."
Wm. Q. HAYUON
Modern Methods.
cuting power that tenders it. His dePresident
"I believe I'll eVB that poor straj
Stings or bites of Insects that are
cision covers, besides the law, the fact,
H W. KELLY
followed by swellings, pain or itching
a
cat
New
Vice
Standard.
of
piece
President
as to Trtilcb. it Is not ordinarily to be should be treated
meat"
D i HOSKINS
promptly, as they
Knicker Is she interested in the
"What, and pauperize the cat! Al
disturbed of reviewed; and the jury are poisonous. BALLARD'S SNOW
Treasurer
ways help the Door tn holt, themseves
tariff bill?
,
can jimn merely on the effect of the LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
she says she won't Scatter some crumha n thn sidewalk
Bocker
Yes;
i
brth antiseptic and healing. Price
confession in evidence.
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
marry a man who doesn't pay an in- - Tney may attract a bird for the cai
.""e and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold come
The court may, even after it has ad
to grab."
New
tax.
York
Sun.
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
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DESCRIBED
REPORTER
TOPEKA JOURNAL
TELLS HOW THE RAILROADS
TREAT THE SCRIBES
A recent edition of the Topeka Jour
nal contans the following article;
newsnaner men
io
ft intaroa tn
"
AO
VI.
will cause
doubtless
and
particular
the nubile a smile: .
The world "do" move, and it Is
In the right direction. A part of
it at least is geting better. Anyway
the railroad world isn't like it used
to be.
Time was
But this la getting ahead of the
story. May be there isn't any story,
but the general public likes to know
of unusual happenings, and anything
that would give a newspaper man cold
feetwell, the general public would
nrobably like to know something that
would feaze a newspaper man to the
extent of giving him cold feet. At
least all the public except hls wife
would like to know about his cold feet,
and aa there are hot days near dog
daysperhaps even the wife would
be interested but in this case there
isn't any wife, so interest in this nar
rative should be unanimous.
When the managing editor pried the
man, who is starting on the second
round of the newspaper game, from
desk job and told him he could "do
the railroads," the man pried found
himself groping blindly for the ropes
He felt himself swaying and going
down for the count, and his feet
Turn on the gas, please, and hustle a
tub of hot water. Oh, dog gone the
Kansas Natural pour some kerosene
on the back log and let the fire be
I
hot.
But the Kansas Natural was not to
blame for this chill. Blame it on the
railroads. They used to be blamed
for everything from twins to climate
Why should they not be blamed for a
man having a chill? We do blame
them and blame them right now, and
do so rightly and with righteous indl
nation.
They were responsible for this news
paper man's chill. The very memcries eight years old memories of
the railroad officials of Topeka froze
him. Responsibility should be placed
where it belongs. They were respon
sible. But credit, too, should be be
stowed where it la due, and the rail
roads also thawed him out, and the
thawing process is really the point of
this story. There would not have
been any thawing eight years ago
Then they would have let him rigid,
stiff and cold, and would have been
gleeful in doing so, and maybe they
would have been given some merit
marks in the great recording book of
railroad general managers.
But times have changed. This S. J.
man had been away from Topeka and
had not found it out. To him things
were lust as thev used to be. Time

SUFFERED

TEH. YEARS
From Nervousness Caused by
Female Ills Restored to
Health by Lydia E.
Pinkham's
ble Compound.
Vc-geta--

Auburn,

N. Y.

"I

COflFESSIO!!

Hopes Her Statement, Made Public,

PROCESS IS

WOflfi

A

I

,

Hines, Ala. "I must confess", snys
Mrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "that
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done me
a great deal of good.
Before I commenced using Cardui, I
would spit up everything i ate. I had a
tired, sleepy feeling all the time, and was
I could hardly drag
irregular.
around,
and would have severe headaches con.
tinuously.
Since' taking Cardui, I have entirely
quit spitting up what I eat. Everything
seems to digest all ripht, and I have
gained 10 pounds in weiyht."
If you are a victim of any of the numerous ills so common to your sex, it i3
wrong to suffer.
For half a century, Cardui has been relieving just such ills, as is proven by the
thousands of letters, similar to the above,
which pour into our office, year by year.
Cardui is successful because it is composed of ingredients which act specifically
on the womanly constitution, and helps
build the weakened organs back to health
and strength.
Cardui has helped others, and will help
Get a bottle today. You
you, too.
won't regret it. Your druggist sells it. ,
Write to : Chattanootra Medicine Co.. Ladles' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Sprciat In
itructiont on your case and
book, "Home
Treatment for Women." tent In plain wrapper. NC 120

nervousness for ten years, and had such
i organic pains that

sometimes I would
he in bed four days
at a time, could not
eat or sleep and did
not want anyone to
M
talk to me or bother
me at all. Sometimes I would suffer
for seven hours at a
time. Different doctors did the best
they could for mo
until four months ago I began giving
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial and now I am 'n gool
Mrs. William H. Gill, 15
health."
Pleasant Street, Aubum, Ne'.v York.

i'

"Doctor's Daughter Took It."
St Cloud, Minn.' ' I was so run down

by overwork anJ worry that I could not
stand it to have my children talk aloud
or walk heavy on the floor. One of my
friends said, 'Try Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, for I know a doctor's daughter here in town who take3
it and she would not take it if it were
not good.'
" I sent for the Compound at once and
kept on taking it until I was all light"
Mrs Bertha M. Quick&tadt, 727 6th
Avenue, S., St Cloud, Minn.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound may be relied upon as the most
efficient remedy for female ills. Why
don't you try it?

shown.

Time was when Colonel Savage, everybody iu Topeka knows Colonel Savage, was pretty hard to see. He was
always all right when one could get
to him, but there were barriers and
simply being a newspaper man was
not sufficient. Specific business was
necessary. He would f impart news
when asked directly about it, but no
one expected him to volunteer it,' and
one did not feel like "just visiting."
Now he has a way of making the newspaper men want to loaf with him, but
is too valuable
they know his time
r
for that.
And there is "Bill" Collinson, chief
clerk to the general manager. The
nespaper men all swear by him as
a cracker-jacof a good fellow.
Again we say "time was," for there
was a time when being held in high
esteem by newspaper men would
have been sufficient reason, or even
a certain reason, for a chief clerk's
dsicharge.
Down in the Rock Island offices time
has wrought the same kind of a
change. It will take a long time for
the J. R. man to make the rounds of
the Rock Island offices. He is so welcome he loses time and this fact brings
Do you
Tip a subject for speculation.
suppose the J. R. man, who used to
be snubbed and slammed and chilled
with Icy stares, will ever have a
chance to swell up and get chesty and
crusty while railroad officials beg
for a few minutes of his time? Not
likely.
A better understanding
has been
brought about between the newspapers and the railroads, and they are
now working together with mutual
respect for each other. The railroads
have changed no more than have the
newspapers. The better understand
ing has been brought about by the
newspapers. They did not know they
were doing it when they started the
change. In what the corporation men
of the
used to call the
railroads" the newspapers started a
campaign against the railroad pass.
Secretly they probably wanted free
passes abolished for everyone except
themselves, but contrary to their ori
ginal expectations, the legislation fol
agitation cut off
lowing the anti-pas- s
the newspapers, too. And It was one
of the best things which ever happened to both the newspapers and the
railroads. Instead of the mutual disrespect which springs up where relations are on a favor, no bookkeeping
basis, has come the respect which accompanies doing business on a business basis.
k

was (we think we have reached the
place to hegin with "Time was) when

a newspaper reporter had to reach
'steen outer guards to touch the
door knob of a railroad department
head. If he were husky, he might get
the door open; if he were brave he
might enter; if he were wise, he might
stay long enough to be passively
ejected; If he were foolish, the ambulance carled him away, and when
he was able to get around again he
discreetly waylaid the lady clerks in
the alley and got his news that way,
and even then he had to dodge the
railway's secret service men or choose
between censorship and arrest.
Do
So' "do the railroads!" Sure!
'em to a frazzle! The phrase sounded
good to the man of bitter experiences
only he wished someone else was on
the job of doing the "doing." A
and long smouldering resentment made him, wish he could say
gleefully,
"Everybody's doing it"
everybody except himself.
"It's really the best run on the paper," said the M. E. and the man
who used to "do" and was "done" by
the railroads, thought the M. E. was
but never mind what he thought. It
wouldn't look nice in print, and he
was misjudging the M. E. anyway, for
the M. E. was skirting unusually near
the truth. Skirting Is becoming more
truthful and less concealing every day,
so say the men who are brazen enough
deep-seate-
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to look.

Just to show that he was brave, the
reporter did not take his gun with
him on his first hunt for news back
on his old beat. From a friend he
learned that the Santa Fe maintains a
publiiety department
"Frank Jarrell is In charge," he was
told by a fellow newspaperman.
"He's a prince, a royal good fellow.
Find him by turning right around to
the right as soon as you get through
the Jackson street entrance to the
new office building. Little door there
with sign on it. Looks like the side
entrance to a saloon. Good place to
drop in."
So the S. J. man dropped in with a
smile on his face and his hat hung
over a clinched fist and stated his
business in as heavy a voice as he
could muster. (All this put on. Of
course we knew all the time that
Frank Jarrell was O. K. Every news
paper man from 91ma to Wamego
ever studied Greek? knows that.)
Jarrell came toward him briskly
wits arm swinging, and the S. J. man
his feet in retreat without
letting them pass each other In ap
proved prize ring fashion. But Jarrell was only advancing to shake
hands!
s
and little
, And oh, ye
fishes and a whole flock of
Here instead of scowling department
heads and secret service men sup
pressing news, was a gifnptuous and
commodious office given over entirely
for publicity uses with an expert at
the head and assistants to help.
And if anyone has an idea that the
Santa Fe's publicity department is
merely a buffer between the railroad's
actual doings and the public's knowl
edge of them, he Is mistaken. There
is no insistance
that the public's
knowledge of what the big railroad
corporation is doing shall pass
through. Mr. Jarrell's hands. Mr. Jarrell is not a censor. News is not re
ferred to him before it is mad public,
if a reporter goes after it. Mr. Jarrell is the railroad company's official
news gatherer and disburser of news,
but when a reporter seeks certain information he is not told, "I will see
about It. Call again and I will give
you what WE want published." Instead he tells you just which man
knows what you want to know, and
you hunt that man up Mr. Jarrell
d

suffered-fro-

will sho you to him, if you ish
and you are courteously received and
given any information at hand. Apparently the Santa Fe Is just as open
to the public news gatherer as are the
people's own offices in the city hall or
court house.
Mr. Jarell showed the S. J. man
around, Introduced him to busy men
of large responsibilities and everywhere it was, "Come whenever you
feel like. Glad to help you. Tell you
anything we know. Drop in again."
The J. R. man is not used to dropping
into skyscrapers, but he liked the spirit
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River Brings Precious
Gift to Reunite Husband
and Wife.

Flooded

By MARGARET CAMERON.

John Bascombe stood upon the bank
of the whirling river, looking on the
wreck of his home. His wife, Mary,
stood at his side, hut even in this
extremity of affliction her hand did
not seek his, and there was no sign
that their common disaster had united
theml

Things had not gone well with them
during the three years that had
elapsed since their marriage. He had
been a clerk In St Louis, and Mary
was a school teacher. It was a boy
and girl flirtation, followed by a boy
and girl marriage; then, spurred by
necessity and aided by the Inheritance
of a few hundred dollars, John had
purchased a few acres in the flat lowlands of the western part of the state.
There they had struggled almost from
the beginning. It was the desperate
struggle of the
seeking
to maintain their hold upon the precious earth.
Gradually, under the Influence of the
hard and remitting toil, they had
drifted apart. If Mary had had a
child it might have brought them together. But because this was not destined to be they had grown to be almost strangers. Mary found, the hard
struggle Intolerable and longed for
books, people, intellectual life, such
as she had been accustomed to; and
John, busy from dawn to dark in his
battle with nature, hardly had any
other life at all.
When they ceased to hope for a
child it seemed as though they must
drift apart for ever. In fact they had
spoken of a separation, at first tenta
tively, then hopefully, then eagerly, aa
something to be anticipated.
'You can have everything except
the house and the land," John said to
her. "I want to be free, as you do
I'll send you "
"I don't want your money, John,"
she flashed out at him. "There Isn't
anything of yours I want now. There
was only, one thing love and I don't
want that any more."
They were to have separated that
very day, John remaining there, Mary
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Side by Side Upon a Little
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as though they were but driftwood
floating upon the stream, and drown
ing thousands.
And hourly the river rose, and Mary,
forgetting for the time her own plans,
stayed at John's side and fought the
floods with him. It was little she
could do; but all along the banks men
were building up the levees, hoping
to dam back that roaring tide before
it burst through into the fertile fields
that they had won from the
bottoms of the old
And Mary, with a corps of devoted women, ministered to the savage; wearied, tolling men.
Then the worst happened; the river
burst its banks, and, when the crest
of the flood had passed, the little settlement was as matchboxes. Not a
house was left standing. Only logs,
shingles, and foundations remained.
And down the stream poured the
debris from a half dozen states on its
wild career toward the Gulf of Mexscrub-covere-

water-channel-

How to Avoid Those Pain and Distress
Which so Many Mothers Have Suffered.
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resist the temptation to look once
again at the ruin of his home; bnt
he had not the heart to awaken Mary.
When he left the squalid, sordid enclosure it was with no intention of
returning.
And Mary knew that. She had not
slept that night. She had thought, all
through the long, sleepless hours, of
that other ruin, their common life.
Had she not also been to blame for
that? She recalled times when she
might have been more to John; endearments which she had repelled;
times when she had let pride master
her inclinations toward reconciliation.
And John had hot changed, only he
had let material things creep up be
tween their love like noisome weeds,
and strangle it. Yet she could not
bring herself to call him back. She
watched his tall, bent figure pass out
of the enclosure, and out of her life,
as she thought.
Half an hour later he was back,
his face aflame. She looked at him
In amazement. He might have been
another man no, the old one, her
boyish sweetheart who had so long
been only a memory to her.
"Mary!" he called. "Come! No,
put on your cloak and bring your grip.
I will carry it for you. Come I'll
show you!"
She accompanied him outside the
squalid buildings to where the receding floods had left a swampy stretch
of earth. Here their farm had been,
their house and growing crops, and
aow

She started In amazement. A new
house stood almost upon the spot of
the old one. It might have been their
house the house they had planned
In the first dreams of their married
life. Firm and foursquare it stood,
with its eight rooms, its neatly shuttered windows, Its front door with
the gleaming knocker. Mary turned
to John.
"It's magic, John. What does it
mean?" she asked.
John pointed to the receding river.
"It is the river's gift to us," he answered.

Torn from its foundations, hundreds
miles away, in heaven only knew
rhat county or state, even, It had
been deposited there by the flood. It
Deeded but two teams of oxen to
place it upon the foundations of the
old home. And it was theirs! For
It conld never be taken away; probably those who had once owned It had
died In the cataclysm. It was theirs,
this home. They crept up toward it,
wading like children through the
swampy
places. And, looking In,
Mary gasped with wonder. For it was
furnished, neatly, cheaply, but tastefully. There was a parlor, with a
table and chairs, a living room; even
the curtains swayed upon their rods.
The river had borne It upon its breast
as gently as a child.
"I wonder if the upper floor is furnished, Mary," John suggested.
Suddenly she caught Ms hand in
hers and motioned to him to remain
silent. "Hush, John!" she whispered,
listening Intently. "Did you hear anything?" she added presently.
John had heard' nothing except the
sullen lapping of the waves upon the
river banks. But Mary's eyes were
alight with a strange fire and her
cheeks flushed and the hand that he
held In his was trembling.
"What is it, Mary?" he asked stupid
of

ico.
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Suddenly she dashed wildly up the
steps of the stranded house, while
John looked after her, wondering at
the feverish eagerness which had succeeded her customary apathy. .She
disappeared inside, and almost immediately afterward she reappeared.
Her hair was tumbling all over her
face, upon her lips there played a
smile of tenderness that he had often
imagined there but had never seen.
In her arms she carried a bundle.
She came toward him, and, as she
unwrapped it, the feeble cry of a child
smote upon his ears.
"Look, John!" she whispered.
An Infant of six months was lying
in her arms. And even as John looked
he saw the little arms go upward,
seeking Mary's neck, and, having
found it, they clasped themselves contentedly around It.
"What do you think, John!" said
Mary, with a little laugh. "He hasn't
even finished his bottle although the
milk is souring. You didn't hear
him," she added, "but I did."
She stood there so proud, so happy
in this vicarious motherhood that
John's arm stole timidly around her
waiBt and he drew her toward him.
"Mary, dear," he whispered, "I have
often thought that if we had a child
like this It would have drawn us together. We would not have drifted
apart as we have done."
"So have I," she answered passionately. "I felt that you resented it,
John, my my childlessness, aad so
and so "
,
"You hadn't grown tired of me?"
"No, John, indeed no. If I had
thought you wanted me to stay "
"But I did and do want you," he
answered triumphantly. "Only, Mary

They stood side by side upon a little knoll and looked at the dull yellow ponds that covered their land.
The land was there still but all the
"John!"
fruits of their works had been carried
"He stays with us."
away. They looked into the turbid
"Of course," she answered, turnriver, and then into each other's ing up the little face for her husband's
Tt 1b a pity more women do not know of
eyes.
kiss.
Here la a remedy that softens
Mother's Friend.
"What are you going to do, John?"
(Copyright, 1913, by W. G. Chapman.)
the m uncles, enables them to expand without
any strain upon the ligaments and enables
asked Mary.
women to ro through maternity without pain,
Rlalto Gossip.
"I'm sin t0 move west," he anJinusea, morn In jy sickness or any of the dreaded
symptoms so familiar to many mothers.
"And you?"
"There goes Susan Brett," remarked
There is no foolish diet to harass the mind. swered.
The thoughts do not dwell upon pain and Buf"I shall go back to St Louie," she Yorick Hamm. "She loves to hear
fering, for all such are avoided. Thousands of answered, "there is no use in my herself talk."
women no lonper resign
themselves
to the
"Then it must be a great trial to
thought that sickness and distress are natural. staying here now."
They know better, for in Mother's Friend they
her," responded Hamlett Fatt, "to
have found a wonderful, penetrating remedy to
"No," he agreed.
banish ail those dreaded exjierienees.
Mary was to leave on the following have to work all the time for the
It Is a subject every woman should be familiar with, and even though she may not require morning. They were sheltered in the movies."
such a remedy, site will now and then meet
Bme pmnmive mother to whim a word la railroad depot nearby which accomotime about Mother's Friend will come as a wonthe homeless
Her Way.
sufferers and
This famous remedy in mX dated
derful hleHHUiir.
"Does your maid ask for many
by all druwiMtft, and is only $1.00 a bottle. stood just beyond the highest reach
use only, and is really wonb.
It Is for external
of the flood. On the next morning evenings out?" "No." "That's good.
to the Brad
Write
Its weight In gold.
field Regulator Co., 12T Lamar Bldg., Atlanta,
John set off at dawn. He could not "She takes 'era.
a
most, valuable, bouk.
for
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Lives, Events and Legends of His Section and Nature His Inspiration
Was Devoted to His Mother-- Not
Highly Educated.
,

Hampton Falls, N. H. As the years
go by, New Englanders realize more
fully what a rich heritage they have
in claiming John Greenleaf Whittier
as their own poet. He drew his inspiration from New England sources
from old legends and traditions,
from scenes in the hardy lives of
primitive people and from the depths
and sweetness of nature.
Whittier had no store of deeply
grounded education to draw upon. He
had no memories of travel In old and
classic lands. But he could find in the
everyday familiar scenes in his native
New England as poetic beauty and

suggestion as others sought where
Theocritus sting in Sicily, or Catullus
on the shores of Lake Garda in Italy.
From the purpose and hope which
brought the pilgrims of the Mayflower
to these shores, to a New England
husking party, Whittier could write
poems that had imaginative charm.
In his verse there may be found a
complete history of New England
events and the lives of persons who
played a part through historic days.
Whittier was one of the striking figures in the days of the civil war, and
in reading his poems of that period
there comes a keen realizing sense of
what that mighty struggle meant to
those who lived during its progress.
His "Snowbound" was written in
1866, and In this masterly piece of
simple verse the poet left abiding
pictures of his mother, his sister
Elizabeth and his Aunt Mercy.
Whittier was devoted to his mother,
and she lived till her son was fifty
years old. Between him and his sister
Elizabeth there was entire sympathy
and the strongest affection. She made
his home a happy one, with her congenial, loving spirit and the bright
sparkle of a wit that Whittier enjoyed keenly.
The poet clung to his quaker associations, although he said of himself
that he was not much of a sectarian;

.
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Now is the time when the sun is
hot and the actors stand first on one
foot and then on the other, waiting
for August 15, when the new shows
start up, says Cornelia Barnes in the
New York World.
Helen Lee didn't want to wait. She
wanted a job right away and started
out to get it. Helen is pretty and
southern and a heart smasher. She
wore a white net waist that made
people look.
We climbed stairs and rode up and
down in elevators, but the managers
didn't care a bit. They weren't there.
"John Cort? John Cort's in Seattle."
"Frohman? Oh, I don't known where
he Is he's on a vacation." "Mr. Savage? Oh, Mr. Savage never sees anybody."
"He's very exclusive, isn't he?'' said
Helen.
"My dear, you just have to bo fresh
If you want to ge a job. You hate
to jolly 'em alon,;. Hey, kid, take
this in to Mr. Harris. My, but you're
-

'

S:OW.

Nothing dol.i?." came back tho an
swer, "until August."
One waiting room was qvlte crowd- Helen nowde td hei no?- - care
rd
fully. Almost everybody else was do-n-g
the same. A shiny nose mercy,
ruined chances!
There we sat and waited and roast
ed and scowled at each other.
An imperlus queen with verniillion
hair swept n. All the seats were tak
en, so with a look of contempt she
leaned up aganst the radiator and
tapped her foot If she could have
killed the roomful she would have.
Then an emotional actress next to
us, with a long neck and a soulful
look, took out her smelling salts. She
said she was going to faint We all
hoped she would for excitement
'I don't
"Let's go," said Helen.
like the looks of this office, anywav."
l
We went up Broadway and err-.'
three flights of stairs. The
was on a vacation.
This time we really saw someone.
He was nice and red faced and called
Helen "Little girl' hut they do that.
"Little girl, what can you do?"
"Musical comedy. I was In the 'Red
Widow' company and understudied the
prima donna In the 'Red Petticoat""
"Well, my dear, I ought to find
something for you. Come hack to
morrow and, dearie, be sure and wear
that same getup just as you are and
you can take anything you want"
We climbed more stairs. "August
15, or a little later," we were told. "We
open early in September, so we start
rehearsing early. Come back In a
month."
"Oh, swarn!" said Helen, that being
her pet swear word.
Then we went into a darkened theater where she was to have her voice
tried. A strange, peaceful place a
theater in the daytime with the sun
light falling in spots on the linen cov
ered seats and the hollow sound of
the voices!
The manager sat in state half way
down the aisle in grim and gloomy silence while skinny girls wailed the
"Rosary" at him and meek looking
youths roared, "I am the devil."
One chap had a voice like a bullfrog's croak. "Gee, he ought to be
pinched," came from behind us. But
the manager 6at there and politely
thanked each performer at the eud of
the first verse that, is, if he ccuid
stop them in time.
Then Helen sang and we left for
Foire ice creunv soda and a nice quiet
place to rest until August.
'
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Whittier.

but he added: "I like to hear the
Quaker speech and see the Quaker
dress. My heart 'warms to the tar-

tan.'"

No man ever attracted warmer
friends than did Whittier and they
formed a rare circle about the poet's
simple life. With William Lloyd Garrison he found joy in work for reforms In existing evils. When Bayard
Taylor died, a tender bond was snapped, but Whittier wrote in regard to
his loss: '.'The dear God has not
mocked us with the hopes of immortality."
Hawthorne's picture hung in Whit-tier'- s
chamber, recalling to him a
cherished friend; among others to
whom he was deeply attached were
Starr King, Dr. Holmes, Longfellow,
Lowell, Lucretia Mott and Harriett
Beecher Stowe. Gail Hamilton worked
him a pair of slippers that delighted
him. Upon each one was an American
eagle.
Whittier is said to have been color
blind. A good family story illustrated
this defect. The heat from his fireplace defaced some of the wallpaper.
The poet obtained some paper of the
same pattern and carefully matched
it to that on the wall.
He could never quite appreciate the
huge joke this was in the family,
when it was seen that he had matched
a strip of bright red autumn tinted
vines to a fresh green one.
$1,000,000 a Day for Protection.
One million dollars a
Minneapolis.
day is the price, paid by the United

States for protection against enemies,
according to David Starr Jordan, former president of Leland Stanford University. He says that the enemies
would have to borrow money from
New York before they could fight

America.
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New Engfander Left Rich Heritage of Poetry.

ly.

Knoll.
HYGIENE SHOW IN PERU
to
In
St.
31.
connection
Louis, to take up her
Lima, Peru, July
returning
Medical work In the public schools again.
with the fifth
And then, a week before, the river
congress there was formally opened
to rise. And soon came stories
heer today an international exposition began
of the floods up the country that were
of hygiene. Many countries have sent
carrying all before them, bursting
exhibits to the expositions, which is through levees, overwhelming towns,
to continue open for two months. The sweeping away house3 and churches

exhibits include machinery, drawings,
and apparatus connected with vhe
providing of drinking water, treatment
of sewage, disposal of refuse, constric
tion of dwellings, streets, and roads,
and all other maters coming within
the scope of hygienic science.

31, 1913.

Bees Infest a Church.
Montclair, N. J. Bees which Infest
the First Congregational church here
are so numerous that an acid will be
poured into the interstices of the wall
to drive them away. Their bussing Is
annoying, and it is said several persons have been stung during services.

'
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IT CURES WHILE YOU WALK
Use Allen s Footease, the antiseptic powder to be shaken into the
shoes. It instantly takes the sting
out of corns, itching feet, ingrowing
naiis, and bunions. It is the greatest
comfort discovery of the age. Alien's
Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes
feel easy. Ladies can wear shoes
one size smaller afte using. It Is &
certain relief for sweating, callous
and swollen, tender, aching feet Try
it today. Sold everywhere, 23c. Tria
package FKEE. Address Allen S.
Olmsted, Leroy, N. Y.

The Difference Between "The Summer
Girl-- ' and "The Summer Woman'
While the former is having a "cool
time" the latter Is too often drarntr,?
around nervous, run down, tired out,
with aching back and weary Um'M,
sleepless and wretched. Often it H
kidney trouble not female tr.uWs Mi l
Foley Kidney Pills or a direct
pcsltive help for th3 cond'en. n. c:.
Schaefer and Red Cnm I;ra Sic:
Adv.
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air, is credited with but 8; people by
the latest census and the ability to
1879.
hold a Chautauqua in a community of
such small sixe speaks well indeed for
that community.
Published By
Have you" been to the Chautauqua?
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Well, pack up your tent and your old
(Incorporated.)
blanket roll, that you use when you
(to Ashing, and go up the'e and camp
M. PADGETT
EDITOR out. Attend the Chautauqua meetings,
visit the points of interest near
and let your soul and body DIRECTORS

Cliic
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trial at that time.
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The injunction .suit, filed several mountain as at present. Probably a Moines will leave the Santa Fe depot results. It was also a dry winter, but
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weeks ago in an effort to prevent the great deal of the heavy freight will and transfer for the present to the this farmer had put a tight lid on
cut-of- f
to Dodge Rocky Mountain by the transfer track the moisture in August and the al
nothing else could have done.
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blue sky law against the sugar com City by way of Des Moines, as soon below the depot. It is rumored the falfa stood the dryness of early
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to aid in forming a humus mulch,
Very Nobby
arst inclusive."
Boston, July. 31. Great preparations Is much to be regretted, but it un- present shop force, particularly in the
which
is
In retaining moisvaluable
The New Mexican hasi hit the bulls-ee- y are being made for the entertainment avoidably accompanies the move.
Garments
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repair track department, which will be ture. Mr.
Link will fence his alfalfa
with its comment this time. The of the delegates and visitors who are
The Range has no doubt of the pur- increased by 10 to 15 men. Other de- field
for hog pasture.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

PERSONALS
of Rociada was a business vistior in Las Vegas today.
N. P. Webb, the mirror maker, of
Carlsbad, N. M., is in town and will
do business. Adv.
Ralph Rohrer came in 'this afternoon from the Rohrer! ranch at Onava

Bert Adams

for a few days' stay.
Mrs. T. Trainor left this afternoon
for Santa Fe where she will visit
' friends for several days.
W. A. Naylor returned this afternoon from Raton where he has been
for the past few days.
M. L. Schutt, a well known real estate man of Albuquerque, was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Rev. Father Moog and Mrs. R. Palmer of RIbera drove in last night In
Father Moog's auto for a short visit
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Elledge returned
last night from California where they
have been for the past month on a
vaaction.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Fisher of Mineral
Hill drove In last night from, their
ranch at that place for a short business in the city.
F. R. Slaven, representative for the
Daniels-Fishe- r
Pry Goods company of
St. Louis, Mo., was a business visitor
in Las Vegas today.
The many friends of Mrs. G. Fish-borwho wa3 operated upon Tueswill
be glad to hear that she Is
day,
getting along nicely.,
H. D. Burrall of the Gallinas forest
station, was a business visitor in Las
Vegas today. He states that conditions at the nursery are good.
Mr. and Mrs. B. O. Black left this
afternoon for Trinidad where Mr.
Black will enter the employ of the
Santa Fe Railway company as a bag
gageman.
deH. S. MoCowen, agricultural
monstrator for the Santa Fe Railway
company, was a business visitor In
Las Vegas today from his headquarters at Amarillo, Tex.
Mrs. F. A. Thompson of Urbana, O.,
left this evening for that place after
having been the guest of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Schaefer of this
city for the past few weeks.
Lee Lyon and R. H. Blades of Kan
sas City, Mo., came in last night and
will be business visitors here for several days. They are wool bnyers of
Kansas City anrd are here attending
to that business.
W. O. Bourne, the local representative for the Ford automobile company, left this morning for the southern part of the state, where he wlllbe on
business for sev.eral days. He was
accompanied by his son Estill.
Miss Marie Dunn and Mrs. Harry
Koseberry came In yesterday evening
Mrs. Roseberry left
from Rociada.
this evening for her home at Raton
and Miss Dunn will remain in the
city for seevral days visiting griends.
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Taylor of Melbourne, Australia, left this afternoon
for Colorado where they will tour for
several weeks and later return to Australia. They have been visiting friends
in Las Vegas for the past few weeks.
J. R. Ryland of Lexington, Mof, returned this week to his home at that
place, after having been a visitor in
Las Vegas for the past few months.
Mrs. Ryland will remain here for several weeks before returnning to her
home at Lexington.
Stanley Yoakum, the "Iron Man"
from Dallas, Texas, returned last night
from Clayton and other places in New
Mexico, where he had been for the
past week on a trip. He will remain
in Las Vegas and make this city his
headquarters for some time.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the New Mexico Normal University,
left this afternoon for Clovis, Tucum-car- i,
Portales and other places in that
section of the state where he will be
He
on business for several weeks.
will visit the county institutes at all
the places where he stops.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Mearns and
Charles Rossi, all of. Albuquerque,
drove in last night for. .their homes at..
the Duke City on their way over the
northern part of the state. They, are
traveling in a Ford auto. Mr. Mearns
is the proprietor of the Savoy hotel
at Albuquerque.
-

MARGIN NOT INCREASED

Washington, July 31. Secretary
McAdoo today emphatically declared
the treasury would not call for more
margin on the United States 2 per
cent, bonds to secure national bank
circulation because of the decreased
market values of those securities.
Officials of the treasury today stated that the provision of the currency
bill for the retirement of the bond
was
secured currency
originally
drawn in accordance with the exact
recommendation of the American
Bankers' association and was later
amended at the suggestion of Secretary MoAdoo, so that ail of the
2 per cents would be redeemed' in cash with interest at the

end o( 20 years. The treasury holds
that the bond retirement provision as
now constructed materially Increases
the privileges of the holders of the
2 per cents.
NEWPORT'S MOTHER GOOSE BALL
Newport, R. I., July 31. Newport
Bociety is on tiptoe in anticipation of
the Nursery Rhyme and Mother Goose
ball which Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish is
to give tomorrow night at her palatial summer home, The Crossways.
The hall has been heralded as quite
the most novel and elaborate function
of its kind that Newport has seen in
years. Amid a picturesque scene that
will recall all the favorite epics of
Mother Goose and, other literature of
the nursery 12 professional dancers
from New York are to give an original
ballet. The younger element of society will appear at the ball dressed
as Jacks and Jills, Little Jack Homers,
Little Red Riding Hoods and other
well known characters that figure in
the library of childhood.

was immediately placed under suspicion of being either a detective or

THURSDAY, JULY 31, 1913.

RESULT AWAITED

a jewel thief. The usual crop of inside "tips" to the effect that ffrrests
are imminent are afloat, but those
BY
In authority say that the detectives
are no wiser as to the identity of the
thieves who got away with $225,000
EJTERS
worth of gems.
Both Mr. Rumsey and Mrs. Hanan
declared ridiculous the theory Tuat a
BATTLE AT AL
house guest had sought to climb high-e- r CHAVEZ-CHICTOMORROW IMin society by the aid of the missing
BUQUERQUE
PORTANT FOR BOTH MEN
rope of pearls.
"My guests were all old friends,"
said Mrs. Hanan. "and none of them
Albuquerque, July 31. Promoters
was in the house when the. robbery in two fight centers of the west, Los
occurred."
Angeles and Denver, are interested
in the outcome of Friday night's battle in this city between Battling
CWico and Benny Chavez.
Should
i i
Chico be the victor It is almost certain that he will be given a match by
dean of the
SAYS SEN. GRONNA Uncle Tom McCarey,on the
the coast and
jfight promoters
czar of the Vernon Athletic club at
Los Angeles.. If Chavez wins he has
"NEITHER FISH, FOWL NOR HER the
promise of a main event in DenRING," SAYS LOUISIANA
ver with Patsy Brannigan or some
WHO OPPOSES IT
other classy boy.
A draw will mean nothing to
Washington, July 31. Characteriz
since the fight fans of California
ing the democratic tariff bill aa "neith have, never seen Chavez perform, so
er fish, fowl not herring," a measure the battler must bring home the banot framed on scientific principles of con in order to receive recognition
either free trade or protection, and de- on the coast. Chico has always been
workman in the
claring it will not benefit .the con a brilliant
sumer, because it will Injure, if not ring and even Joe Rivers had a hard
destroy, the producer, Senator Gronna, time subduing the youngster when
progressive republican of North Da he was hitting his stride over the
tarshort route. For this reason the
kota, attacked the measure in the
senate
today.
iff discussion in the
wise ones predict that the best mill"The great industry of agriculture," ing in Friday night's battle will be in
he said, "is again the subject of an un- th opening rounds. Past performI ances in this town have demonstrated
just onslaught and discrimination.
call your attention to the fact that in that Chico 13 a tough little fighter
mv state alone, where in 1912 we with a dangerous kick ifPeach hand.
In his fight with Eddy CampI and
raised more than 143,000,000 bushels
of wheat with short crops in foreign his last fight with Chavez in this city
countries, under the provisions of the he seemed to deteriorate after the
bill, our farmers would lose in a sin fourth round and the history of the
battles demonstrate that both Campt
gle year more than $15,000,000.
Senator Thornton, a democrat from and Chavez outfought him during the
Louisiana who will vote against the balance of the journey.
Chico will go into Friday night's
tariff bill because of free sugar, dewith
livered today an impassioned denun- battle trained to the minute and
of
having
additional
to
advantage
the
determination
his
ciation of
party's
one of the best fight handlers In the
put sugar on the free list in 1916.
in his corner.
withwest
from
His was the first speech
The reception given both Chavez
in the democratic party attacking the
crowd at Monday
bill since it was reported to the sen- and Chico by the
when
they were introshow,
night's
ate.
Mark
Director
Levy, Is am
"I owe to the people of my state a duced by
men
have their
"both
that
proof
than
ple
far higher measure of devotion
the noise will be
and
that
followers
said.
he
democratic
party,"
I owe the
divided.
"Honor and duty alike demand that I about equally
Aitneether
Friday night's bout
emIt
bill
while
vote against this
a thriller and the fans
to
be
promises
bodies this provision."
can rest content in the belief that
there will be something doing every
v
'
If a substitute is offered you for minute.
,
a
means
cheapit
Pills,
Foley Kidney
er triftdirlne Is nressed uton you for
the dealer's profit, not yours. Foley
LEAVES THE BENCH 10
Kidney Pills may cost tne aeaier
mnr than ' a chean substitute, but
they give better results than any oth
OCCUPY FIRST CASE
er kidney and bladder meaicme. ask
G.
SchaeO.
Pills.
for Foley Kidney
fer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

11

EAGERLY

is the reason why many people do not put their valuable papers in a
SAFETY DEPOSIT VAULT.

PRO

v

which is a fraternal insurance society
with a large membership in the middle
west, to increase the rates of assessment. It is probable that the protest
will be followed by a court action to
restrain the head officers from putting
their plans into effect.

m

CASTRO

RETURN

I) VENEZUELA: SOON
MUTINY IN CAPITAL OF STATE
OF FALCON IN HIS FAVOR
FINDS SUPPORT
Venezuela,
Willenlsted, Curacao,
July 31. Confirmation of a reported
mutiny of the garrison of Coro, the
capital of the state of Falcon, Vene
zuela, was received here today.
The rebels are in command of the
place and are exercising the functions
of government. Dispatches telegraph
ed there from this city remain unan
swered. All Indications point to the
move having been made by adherents
of former President Cipriano Castro,
who is said to control a steamer in
these waters, but which has not yet
been reported or seen.
to
A mimheriof. betters addressed
Castro lie at the general delivery office here.
.

Castro Welcomed by Nationalists
New York, July 31. General Rafael

ARB YOU CARELESS?

It will cost you only $2.00 to rent a box in our safety deposit vault for a
whole year.

PEOPLES BANK

CAPITAL

A

ment."

iiiuiuu

four-roun-

FROM GUN

came here
General Nogales-Mendeabout three months ago from Colombia to confer on behalf of the Nationalists with General Jose Manuel Hernandez, the recognized leader of the
party. He expects to return to Colom
bia by the next boat and make for

MAKERS

z

Cucuta.

mCTIVtS

SHADOW

BROTHER

SLEUTHS

NARRAGAiNSETT PIER IS THICKLY POPULATED WITH SPECIAL DETECTIVES

Berlin, July 31. The sensational
disclosures of corruption in the Ger
man army made by Dr. Karl Llebnecht,
the socialist deputy, in the imperial
topraliament on April 18, came up
convened
martial
day when a court
to try the military officers charged
with accepting bribes for Information
of pending government contracts for
arms and ammunition.
Four officers of the ordnance department were brought before the judges.
They were: Lieutenants Tlllan, Hinst,
was
Hoge, and Schleuder, td whom
entrusted the supervision of many of
the ammunition and arms contracts
at various arsenals and factories
Chief Clerk
throughout Germany.
of
Pfeiffer and two'
also
were
ordnance
corps
of
ficers' the
Hi the prisoners' enclosure.
- The accused officers appeared in
full uniform and' wearing decorations
on their breasts.
The formal charge against the prisoners was the betrayal of military
secrets, the acceptance of bribes, and
insubordination.
The accused, although admitting the
communication of secrets to the
Krupps, protested that this had been
done without criminal intention, since
they believed there were no secrets
between the German government and
the Krupps.
'

Narragansett Pie, R.;l.,"3uly 8T.
These are unhappy days for; 'jlie
chance - visitor here, who does not
bear on his person refutations of the
suipicioit hit: he is one of the gang
of thieves who robbed the homes of
C. O. Rumsey and John H. Hanan.
All but those who are well known
here are viewed with suspicion and
some of the amateur sleuths go so
far as to say that a few residents will
bear watching.
The usual number; of
guests has been nearly doubled by
the presence of detectives. As the
men represent at least three of four
competing agencies, the greater number are not known to each other.
In one case two operatives representing rival agencies spent the whole
day shadowing each other.
The gaiety at the Casino and other
places where the members of the cottage colony met today was subdrfed
by the knowledge that detectives
were about. Patrons spoke in whispers over their' teacups, and every
stranger, whether man or woman,
.

mid-wee-

k

The Difference Between "The Summer
Girl" and "The Summer Woman"
While the former Is having "a "good
time" the latter is too often dragging
around nervous, run down, tired out,
with aching back and weary limbs.
sleepless and wretched. Often It is
kidney trouble not female trouble and
Foley Kidney Pills are a direct and
help for the condU'ou. X G
Schaefef and Red Cross Drug Store
ptf-Itiv-

Adv.

-

-

112,000.00

M
I

n

TODAYS BASEBALL!
National League
at Chicago; clear.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati; clear.
Boston at St. Louis; clear.
New York

i

R.H.B.

Pittsburgh, July. 31.
Brooklyn Pittsburgh
Batteries: Rucker, Curtis
Robinson and Gibson.

2 7

0

3 10

1

and'O'MIl-ler- ;
"

d

p

MICHIGAN STATE GOLF TOURNEY
Saginaw, Mich., July 31. On the
links of the local golf club play was
commenced today in the eighth an
nual tournament to decide the cham
pionship of the Michigan State Golf
league. All the leading clubs of the
state are represented among the entries and indications point to some Inbefore the
teresting competitions
tournament is ended.

First game:
R.H.E.

31.

Boston, July
;

KEEN morn'ng appetite is a real delight on hot days. It gives you zest
and vigor to perform your daily tasks
better. Delicious, palatable breakfasts
may be prepared all summer long, if you
have an Electric Toaster. If you ever
have had the delightful experience of
eating toast made on an Electric Toaster, you know how good it is how its
savory, wholesome odor, its crisp, golden
brown color tempt your flagging appetite. You can enjoy this convenience in
your home.
A

5 7 4
Cleveland
2
6 1
Boston
Batteries: Falkenburg. Gregg and
Carish; Bedient, Hall and Thomas.

American Association.
Cleveland at Boston; rwo games.
Columbus at Louisville.
Indianapolis at Toledo.
Milwaukee at St. Paul.
Kansas City at Minneapolis.

Western League.
Denver
Lincoln
Wichita
Topeka

at St. Joseph; clear.
at Des Moines; clear.
at Omaha; clear.
at Sioux City; clear.
BASEBALL

YESTERDAY'S

An Electric Toaster

National League
At Chicago

Convenient and Economical

5; New York;

Chicago,

0- -

At Pittsburgh Pittsburgh, 5; Brook
lyn, 3.
At Cincinnati Cincinnati, 5; Philadelphia, 4.
At St. Louis St. Louis, 9; Boston,

It costs very little to own and use art
Electric Toaster. It is decidly convenient, too simply attach the plug to any
convenient electric socket, twitch the
switch and the Toaster is ready in a
moment no bother ormuss. The toast
is always fresh and tasty, because it is
prepared just as it is needed.

1.

American League
At Philadelphia Philadelphia,

2;

St

Louis, 1.
JUDGE
LEHY IS SLATED BY
New York
At
WIN
TO
BLOOD
MANAGER
cago, 0.
GAME FROM WAGON MOUND

The ball game that is to be played
next Sunday afternoon at Amusement park between the veteran stars
of Las Vegas and Wagon Mound will
be "some game,' according to those
in charge of the arrangements.' This
game will be played for the benefit
of the Las Vegas band and that organization will turn out in full uniform and play a number of pieces
to encourage the players along.
The Wagon Mound bunch will be
here in full uniform also and threaten to wipe up the earth with the local
men. Judge D. J. Leahy was finally
placed on first base this morning by
the manager of the team, F, O. Blood,
and no doubt will do credit to his
home town in that position. Judge
Leahy is a veteran ball player and
'
although he has been on "the bench
vala
for the past few years, will be
uable member of the local line-up- .
The other players have hot been
decided upon as yet, but the manager will announce the complete lineup of his team the latter part of the
week. Wagon Mound will announce
also late this week. The
her, line-uadmissioa fee of 10 cents that will
be charged with be presented to the
Las Vegas band.
'
There is one thing that Is greatly
bothering the manager at present and
that is who shall be the umpire, for
when the stars of Wagon Mound and
Las Vegas clash there is liable to be
a scrap about the decisions, as the
rules have changed
considerably
since their day in the game. It has
been suggested that a squad of police
act in this capacity,
or, perhaps
Company H might turn out.

Tasty Summer Breakfasts
Prepared by Electricity

American League
Chicago at New York; clear.
St. Louis at Philadelphia; clear.
Detroit at Washington; clear.

.

'

TRUST CO.

nvnnm

nil

Nogales-Mendea leader of the
Nationalist party of the Venezuelan
border states, said today that his par
ty (Welcomed General Castro's reported
return to Venezuela because it would
bring the political affairs of that coun GERMAN OFFICERS
try to a crisis:
"The coming of Castro, however, will
PLACED ON TRIAL
precipitate a crisis," he said. "The
strife between the followers of Castro
and Gomez will give the nationalists
an opportunity to step in and make LIEUTENANTS ARE ACCUSED OF
their fight for constitutional governBRIBES
ACCEPTED
HAVING

D.

CAR.ELESSHESS

;

SEN-ATO-

PROTEST AGAINST INCREASE
Springfield, 111., July 31. Represen
tatlves of the 150 local branches of the
Tribe of Ben Hur in Illinois assem
bled in convention here today to make
formal protest against the decision of
the head officers of the organization,

FIVE

New York, 3;

Chi-

Western League
At St. "Joseph Denver, 5; St. Joseph, 0.
At Sioux City Sioux City, 7; Topeka, 6.
At Omaha Wichita, 7; Omaha, 6.
At Des Moines

Lincoln,

Des Moines,

JJFJHE

National

CLUBS

League
Won Lost Pet.

Club
New York

Philadelphia..'.
Chicago

Pittsburgh
Brooklyn
Boston
Cincinnati

Louis'..

65
53

28
35

49
46

45
46

42
39
38

46
52
59
58

37

.699
.602
.521
.500
.477
.429
.392
.389

American League
Won Lost
28
Philadelphia .....'..'.67
68
38
Cleveland
fi
55
40"
Washington
Chicago

.'.'.

.
.

.

.

. :''.

. .
'.'

.

.51
.46

.705
.604

50

.505
.500
.404

39

63

.382

30

62

.326

Western League
Won Lost

Club

Denver
Des Moines

Lincoln
St. Joseph
Omaha
Topeka
Sioux

Pet.

65
55
52

34

......51

48

49
43

52
53

41

57

.448
.418

39

62

.386

.

City.....

Wichita

GOLD CHALLENGE

1

w

11

tyecial - Excursi on Bates
CALIFORNIA:

.579

46 ' '
'
59

.'.;..:.. :'.'..r.40

St. Louis
New York

iimmer

Pet

Club

Boston'
Detroit

n

13;

1.

STANDING

St.

Las Vegas Light and Power
Company

.657
.561

43
46

.531
.515
.485

CUP RACES

Thouhand Islands, N. Y., July 31.
The annual Gold Challenge Cup races,
the premier racing event pf the season for speed boats, began on the
Alexandria bay course today under
the auspices of the Thousand Island
Yacht club. The Taces will continue
until the end of the week.

i

:t'lJ

jft NORTHWEST

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
from June i to September 30, 1913, with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913.

Los Angeles or San Diego

Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco Special dates, shorter limit San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle Special dates, shorter limit -

$48.50
$43.50
$55.00
S50.00
S77.50
$72.50

Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
in either direction, and for further pirtic.;!r.:
as to routing etc.. piease call at ticket c..:-j- .
D. L. DATCIIELOPw,

Aort

t.A9 VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY, JULY

Taking Big Chances
It is too great a risk to depend upon
neighbors or sending for medicine in
ci.be of a sudden attack of bowel complaint. In almost every neighborhood
someone has died from cholera morbus that could have easily been saved
had the proper medicine been at hand.
Then think .of the suffering that must
be endured until medicine can be obtained.
The safe way is to keep at
hand a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remdy. It has
never been known to fail and has undoubtedly saved the lives of many
oople. Buy it now. It only costs a
dealers-- Poi
iiaritr.
RATES
Adv.

U?e

ohe OPTIC

o
O

31, 1313.

o
UBSCRIBE NOW o
AND

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

I!

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

3T

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE
A.

M.

Regular communication first and

COLUM

0o
O

You can get the paper for $7.80 per
year paid in advance, and we present
you with a

o

GO-CYCL- E.

When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawn a good deal in the daytime, you
can charge it to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to get full of
impurities. HERBINB cures all disorders produced by an inactive liver.
It strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system in
Price 50c.
good healthy condition.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

'

,.
ADVEP.

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advince preferred.

'mprove Your Complexion.
Your complexion as well as your
temper is rendered miserable by a disordered liver and by constipation.
Take Chamberlain's Tablets and you
ill improve them both. For sale by
nil dealers. Adv.

as well as new may take advantage of
this proposition, but all subscriptions
must be paid up to date before credit
will be allowed on
subscripGO-CYCL-

NOTICE.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
club has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenig's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No WANTED
Girl for general
house
work. 1102 Eighth street. Phone
person will be allowed jo hunt or
fish upon this property except mem
Vegas 202.
bers of tho club, and all persons go
ing there must be prepared to show
a membership card In this organiza
tion. Otherwise they will be arrest
FOR. SALE All my household' furnied for trespassing.
ture. Inquire Paul Schoeny at
THE LA JARA HUNTING
Boucher's.
AND FISHING CLUB.

r

FOR.

or YOU!
Silver Spoon
-i- you use
EMPRESS

f

V"

FLOU- RIt 's giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do
ny
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

FLOUR really

o
o
o
o

tions.
Cut out this coupon, write in your

Made by

name and address and the name of the
boy or girl to whom you want the
given and send it in to the OPTIC.

EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH-GRE-

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS

Name.
Address
to be

le

o
o
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o
o
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(STER-

Please enter my subscription to the Las
for which I agree
Vegas Optic for
to pay In advance $

Go-Cyc-
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ONE COUPON FROM
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E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO, MX
O. of B. B. Meets
every flrsf

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, TueBday of the month in the vestry
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
rooms of Temple Montefiore at I
Tue-j- "
o'clock p. ra. Visiting brothers art
conclave ipc.
Isaac
Invited.
Say in each month at Mr
cordially
Appal,
sonlo Temple at 7:3 p. m. O. H.
President, Charlei Greenclay, See
Reg-S'$il-

i

KinieL B.

C; Chu.

Tamme,

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

CHAPTER

NO.

retary.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

i,

1.
Meets every Monday evening al
their hall on Sixth street All visit
to a
ing brethren cordially
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gu
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
C. V. Hedrcock, cemetery trustee.

ROY-

MASONS Regular eon- Vocation first Monday 1a
each month at Masonic
m. H.
Temple at 7: SO
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

ln'-'te- d

CHAPTER NO, 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meets first and taird Frldai
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
at 7: SO p. m. in Maaonlo Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mm J. O Eutledte, Wortly MahalL on the second and fourtk
tron; Mm. Ajpies Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at S p. nt.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmie
Telephone Kala XU.
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local 1)3
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
uty. Visiting memnera are espeees
cially welcome and cordlMly In rilevery Mondar night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglak avenue.at
ed.
? o'clock.
Visiting members are
J. C. Wertx, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURcordially welcome.
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets In W.
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
and third Mondays of each month,
B
second and at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and LaMeet
P. O. ELKS
fourth TueBday evening of each
dies always welcome. O. L. Fieri-mamonth Elks home on Ninth streat
President; A. D. Tillman, Finand Douglas avenue. Visiting brotti-ersarancier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local
cordially Invited. Gov. Wm.
deputy, 908 Jackson avehne; Z. W.
j. Mills. Kxalted Ruler; D. W. ConMontague, assistant deputy, 1011
don, Secretary.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.

can be ob
tained in this city from

ALL GROCER.S
v

V

TO US
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HUXMANN
Dentist
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N
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eleven
cash
10030

For ftcnt
FOR RENT Furnished Cottage.
Eighth Street.
FOR

417

Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln
avenue.
RENT

FURNISHED rooms for light house
keeping; bath included. 502 Main
street, corner Fifth.
FOR RENT Cheap, two four room
houses on Eleventh street. Call 307
Eleventh or Phone Main 176.
FOR RENT Cheap, seven room stone
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main
176.

(

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
hi'il. Phone Purple 5301.
There is more Catarrh In this sec
tion of the country than all other dis

eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be Incur
able. For a great many years doctors
pronounced It a local disease and pre
scribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with local treat
ment, pronounced it incurable. Sci
ence has proven Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and therefore re
quires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
only constitutional cure on the market. It is taken Internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case It
fails to cure. Send for circulars and
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
ledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.

COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
CIL NO. 304. Meets second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,

Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially Invited'. Richard
Device, G. K.;. ITrank AngeL T. 8.

fNjA

NO.
LODGE
KNIGHTS OF PV
TH I AS Meets ev
ery Monday even
Castle Hall

,
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:10
4 . .11:05
No
No. S.. . 2:05
No. lfl.. . 1:45
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p. m

I: IB

p.

.
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1:20
6:10
4:20
6:35
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a.
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p. m

p. m

1:41
6:1B
4:30
7:00

9.
a. m
p. sv
p.

for The Optic.

CRYSTAL IDE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing1 but Pure Ice
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
...
.40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
5Q to 200 lbs, each delivery

'

Las Veas Ice & Storage Co.
1200

Phone Main 227

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Dslivery

'50

lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Dslivery

AG UA

20c per 100 lbs.
.25c per 100 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
...40c per 100 lbs.
...50c per 100 lbs.

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity as
Lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

The agonizing discomfort and sense
of suffocation that accompany hai
fever and asthma may be greatly a1
leviated by the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound. It has soothing
effect on the mucus linings, and relieves the gasping and tickling sensation in the throat and bronchial
tubes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Hross
Drug store. Adv.
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customed mental acuteness by fhe coaTetl, Gloria was upon ben She vestlgate personally It was only a few nr ntt.sDurgn, mere would be the prob- this Tote the end of tho.
contest, "csr.i
thoughts of her wrongs as Gloria had seemea wiin uu uuuua to nave leapt days before the election. He deter- ability that their paths would seldom we!"
mined that he would wander down cross. Yet in Belmont everyone knew
lain them bare, all the cruelty of the the epace that separated them.
The coroner shook his head doio- -'
"You Jezebel!" ehe raged, and struck into the first ward two days 'before everyone else and never a week
woman s nature asserted itself.
Re
paused fully:
,
.
1.W.lfV.
votes
the
were
cast to gather mate- but what they all met at least in pass
fclr upon the mouth.
"Don't ask me. I've ceased to be a!
2i drawn out. It was the dainty morsel herRyan
and Kelly did not stir. The rial for hie story. The next afternoon, ing.
political prophet. Do you think it'll j
over which the gourmet lingers. It unexpected had happened, and they just on the eve of the election, his
It would be impossible for him to be a boy, doc?' they aek. 'I don't
iW ITT
final attack on the machine would be
was the tantalizing antics of tbe cat were spellbound.
avoid Gloria altogether. He was frank know,' says I, shaking my head solemn !
an
of
expose
that gloats over the mouse beneath
Gloria's breath rushed through her
ring methods of handling enough to acknowledge to himself that like. I'm
going to get that wise about!
its paw, and even lets it run a little teeth with a horrid, hissing sound, her vagabond voters imported for the oc- he would undoubtedly seek those
I don't prophesy anything
politics.
casion.
her
to
was
face
arouse
hair
flushed,
wild
the
touseled
way
hope that it
where there would be some cer- now until after it
happens. But J
This programme was being carried places of his
may yet escape. Having decided Upon and her waist in disarray. Yet she
tainty
meeting her. To be in never thought I'd live to see the day
out
as
the ultimate disclosure of Wright's heeded nothing but the wild impulse
originally planned, notwith- the same town with her meant that he
standing the break with Gloria the could not give her up. Yet he knew that Belmont would go against us. Pro
i)7
hiding place, Little Ella was now bent to defend her own.
out of politics."
Little Ella, her scant strength all previous day, when Wright was In- that any overtures he
most of all on making the daughter of
make
might
COPYRICHT BY A.C.MCCL1JRG &i CO.. 9I3
Wright smiled. "Isn't that what they
to
duced
out
that
she would tell
go through Noonan's "hotel." would be worse than useless. Ho felt
the boss suffer to the limit.
spent, gasped
"Gloria was quick to catch the note
"What's the matter, Ella?" Ryan nothing. Gloria was beside herself IleTe, deserted by Durken, who had that her prejudice was such that there all say the day after?"
"It's the truth this time. My wifa
of indecision. "But now I'm going to asked.
and the promise meant nothing to her. been his guide, he had fallen Into the could never be established that bond
YN0P8I3.
"Let them go, I say. Please let With a man's strength she lifted the hands of Turkey Ryan and Buck Kelly. without which
tana care it you."
matrimony is unholy
woman up, held her there an instant,
Although dazed by the unexpected"Yes, goin' to, goin' to," sneered them go," Gloria implored.
CHAPTER I Gloria Kerr, a motherless
The ruffled pool may again be calm,
ness
of the attack, he had neverthe- the misted mirror
"You want them to go, do you? Ha! and then hurled her back upon the
ln who has spent most of her lite at Kelly. "You know what church prommay again be clear,
ijchool, arrives at her father's home In ises is. Don'
you fergit we gotta Ha! The boss' daughter! The boss' bed. Her head fell over the side, and less managed to give a good account yet he believed In her Ignorance she
Belmont David Kerr Is the political boss
of himself. The cramped attic quarlot the town and Is anxious to prevent his stan' together down here, all of us." daughter!"
.
she lay as one dead.
would feel that when two hearts but
daughter learning of his real character.
It was the old, old appeal of class
I he last words she utttered
Her rage was still hot upon her as ters in which they had fought had once have broken troth there is no
in
CHAPTER II Kendall, representing thP to serve a selfish end.
piercing tones horrible to hear as she she turned to confront the two men. been in his favor. The two bruisers alchemy that love distills can make
Chicago packers. Is negotiating with
had been surprised by what a scien- the
"As for you, get out."
"Yes, that's true. I don' want to swayed back and forth, keeping time
Judge Gilbert, Kerr's chief adviser, for a
past to live again and the dead
tific boxer could do In a
with her body to the cadence of her
Taiuaoie Franchise. They fear the oppo- say anything, but "
Ryan made one last
present as though it had not been.
sition of Jo Wrlht. editor of the reform
stand.
fight. To the momentary IndeRy?n immediately pressed the ad- cry.
The harder he tried to fight against
iP&per.
Gloria tried to gather herself to
vantage he thought he had gained.
"Say, the boss hates that man. Are cision resulting from his good defense his conviction of what he should do,
ifl
Kerr asks the assistance
"jCftlPTER
"This is yer chanct, Ella. You gether to meet this new attack, but you really Dave Kerr's daughter?"
Wright owed his escape from the room the more Wright was convinced that
tot Judge Gilbert In Introducing Gloria to
"And you need to ask such a ques- in which he had been trapped.
IBelmont society and promises to help him know what she'd say to you If you was without much success. She felt so
there was but one course for htm tc
tout through the packers' franchise and let in her house.
A etinglng blow having taken all the
Are you with us? I'll weak from the shock that she was only tion!" she stormed. "Ask Mike Noopursue: it would be best for him to
llro have all the graft.
see you git yours."
able to rise from her chair with diffi nan If you will, but beware of David fight out of Kelly, he lurched and fell leave Belmont. This would be not foi
CHAPTER
meets Joe Wright
It was a moment when a man's life culty.
Kerr! If ever you have cause to fear forward against the door just as the a week or a month, but for all time.
t the Gilberts. It appears
they are on
You re out of your head.
You're him, you have it now. My anger is his newspaper man had managed to elude It would be necessary for him to dis
intimate terms, having
met previously in was at stake. Gloria believed that
if the woman told and they tore mad. Keep still, I tell you." The anger, and don't you dare defy the his assailants for the Instant and slip pose of the paper, but this he could
touring party In Europe.
out of the room. Forced to minister do
from her she might never see men still standing irresolute, she daughter of David Kerr!"
Wright
CHAPTER
twits Wright on
through a broker. He was quite
his failure to keep an engagement
to him alive again. She had prayed si- turned upon them.
She took a step forward menacing- to his companion, Turkey Ryan had willing to let it go at a sacrifice, tc
are you
"Why
meet her in Paris.
Ho explains that tlm
for help to come, but she was standing there? Leave this room."
ly, as if she had strength to inflict lost many valuable seconds before he lose what he had himself put into it,
death of his mother prevented
his going lently
to Paris.
still alone. Already she was giving
Little Ella was enjoying herself the same chastisement they had seen could take up the pursuit. It was dur- so anxious was he to escape from Bel
up hope from that quarter and was hugely. Gloria's every pleading tone administered to the woman.
They ing this respite that Wright, groping mont in search of that magical flower,
VI-CHAPTER
Gilberts invite
Her eyes did not etay to argue with her. Leav- blindly for the stair, had trlpjped and heart's-ease- .
Gloria to stay with them pending the conscious that upon her own efforts was music in her ears.
in all probability the very life of the burned with excitement. Yet the cruel ing Little Ella to her fate,
refurnishing of ths Kerr home.
they made fallen, to be found unconscious by
Having made up hie mind, Wright
Gloria in front of Little Ella's door.
man she loved would depend. To add cat delayed to crush the mouse. Its a hasty retreat.
went to bed, but not to sleep. The few
CHAPTER Vn-O- ne
bud who to
society
No one ever knew exactly what had
her anguish was the fear that he quiveryig was too
refused to meet Gloria is forced to do so
No sooner were they out of the room
remaining hours of darkness he rolled
when her father is made to feel Kerr's
might regain consciousness and be- Realizing that if she admitted Gloria than Gloria put inlo execution what taken place in Nopnan's lodging house and tossed. It was not the bruises he
power.
In
that
afternoon
himself
moan.
a
Re
was
tray
the daughter of David Kerr the she had designed when they departed
by
early spring.
had received in the fight at Noonan's
CHAPTER
ght
Now it all depended upon Little men would forego their
begins . his
pursuit of the first time. Rushing to the door turning from the mission with Dr, that kept him awake, annoying as they "That Surely Was a Raw Frame-U- p
tight against the proposed franchise
in
8 0i Ma
papor' the Be1"!""! Ella. It had been a clever stroke, Wright, Little Ella knew her best she closed it hastily and pushed the Norton, Mrs. Hayes was surprised to were. It waa always the one thought
Kws
They Handed You."
that of Ryan's, asking her how she course was to deny the relationship.
washstand in front of it, wedging it find the door of the Windermere worn
Gloria, Gloria, Gloria.
room
would
an's
be
in
fastened
from
CHAPTER IX
treated
this woman's
within. When
"Don't you go, Turkey," she yelled. under the knob. This done, she ran
his
Kerr, through
Morning brought diversions which has done nothing but read the riot act
henchmen, exerts every influence to ham- home. Against this appeal to class "I'll tell you the truth." She turned back and
no response greeted her knock, sur
dragged Wright from his
per Wright In the publication of his paslightly relieved the tension. There to me for the last two days."
per.
to Gloria.
prejudice Gloria had not scored.
"I wisht the boss had a hiding place. There was no thought prise gave way to alarm, and she were two editorials to be written upon
"I imagine Mrs. Hayes is a purist la
"I'll tell," said the woman.
daughter, did I? It's a lie, Turkey. of the woman whose head hung over called upon Dr. Norton to aid her in the political situation. This was fol- politics."
CHAPTER
realizes she Is not
The two men looked at each other She's not Dave Kerr's girl. He'd laugh the side of the bed in such ghaetly opening the door. Gloria had not fast lowed by conferences with men on
being received by the best society and is
"Well, I can't blame her," the doctol
unhappy. She takes up settlement work. and smiled.
ened it as securely as she had thought. the paper, and then came the letter to admitted. "She's been poking around
to see a daughter o' his in such a fashion.
err
"Stop!" cried Gloria, looking not
CHAPTER
I'd watch her to see that
and his lieutenants
Gloria lifted his head and dashed and it required no great strength on the newspaper broker announcing down in the river wards, and that
decide to buy Kerr's paper and ask the at the men, but at the girl who lay she
paid the price," she glanced at water upon his face. She watched the part of the physician to force it that the News was for sale. He did surely was a raw frame-u- p
they hand
ditor to meet them at Gilbert's ofilce.
pale and trembling upon the bed. "Do Gloria malevolently, "if if he had a him closely, and as she saw that It open.
not dictate this to his secretary, but ed you. She got onto, it, and fihe'a
CHAPTER
In his desire to you remember what you said a while
Gloria was removed to Mrs. Hayes1 wrote it out
dead sore."
j (
daughter. An' yer pertectin' the man had no effect upon him, a sudden fear
laboriously in long-hankeep from Gloria knowledge of her father's position, avoids her during the fight ago? What you accused me of? You you love!" she mocked. "We'll see seized her and her cheeks were home in a carriage as soon as she
The morning wae more than hall
had
discussed
affait
the
Wright
Gloria Is piqued.
swore that I hadn't loved. Even to how the boss'
blanched. With trembling fingers she was revived. Little Ella, In a semi over when he began to pack. It was with Dr. Norton and had also told Ar
daughter loves."
CHAPTER
lng
Her laughter was terrible. The men tore at his shirt and felt for the beat conscious, delirious state, was hurried Wright's intention to leave Belmont thur Morrison what little he knew;
at Gilbert's my sorrow you shall have proof of It
ofnce to solicit a donation Gloria meets now that I do. The very man whom could not think her the same woman of his heart. She could feel
Its faint to the city hospital in a police ambu that night, ostensibly on a vacation This was the first intimation coming
Wright. He proposes and is accepted I'm defending from these bullies is
lance. An examination having shown for the purpose of recuperation aftei from the ring that
knew. Gloria started in alarm. pulsation. He lived.
while waiting to be called into the con- they
they even knew o
zerence.
the one man on earth I love." Ryan She felt the woman was mad, and did
With a wild cry she flung herself that Wright had sustained no serious the hard campaign. The owner of the the occurrence. The newspaper man
and
looked
at
each other In not know what she might do.
Kelly
forward in a deep swoon upon the injury, as soon as he regained con News felt, however, that he would nev- was curious to know the ring version
CHAPTER
ght
refuses to sell
"You shall see if you
Tils paper and declares he will fight to a amazement.
sciousness he was taken to his own er return.
"What are you going to do?" she body of the unconscious man.
of it Dr. Hayes remark afforded him
'nmsn,
loved more than I.
You've gone asked.
apartment,
The many steps necessitated in the opportunity to approach the matt
CHAPTER XV The Belmont News ap- - through fire and storm for a man? I'll
David Kerr was not allowed to see packing taught him how weak he was. ter cautiously.
Now Ella was sneering at her. She
CHAPTER XXI.
pears with a bitter attack on Kerr. Gloria do no less. If need be, I'll die for knew how to choose
his daughter. Although the exact na and after lunch he called in
s
for
"What was Mrs. Hayes' connection
calls Wright a coward and refuses to lis
Patty, the
man
this
here and now because I words., In
ten to any explanation from him.
she said was
The one person who could have told ture of the shock to which she had little daughter of his landlady, t'o help with that ah little episode?" he
everything
love him." The fire died out of her the
CHAPTER
cunning and the cruelty of a lost how Joe Wright had come to visit been subjected was not known, since him. They had always been the best asked. "I gathered from Dr. Norton
Gloria
decides to plunge more deeply Into settle' eyes. She stretched out her hands woman.
Gloria was suffering, she Mike Noonan's lodging house was Da- - "ui Kelly and Ryan had disappeared
friends, and her sorrow when she that in some way or other she knew
ment work.
to Ella pathetically and begged hum'
could see, but there was still another vid Kerr. He had sprung the trap 5'et tQe physicians did not think it learned he was going away on a long something about it"
CHAPTER XVII-S- he
calls on a .sick bly, "My whole heart's happiness is chord which would vibrate to misery himself,' never dreaming that his own best in her nervous condition for her vacation was
Dr. Hayes stared at him in amazegenuine. The child was
here. Are you going to help them try Since time
girt of the underworld named Ella.
would be caught in It ,When to see even her father. The following
much assistance, bringing all the ment. Miss Kerr had never uttered r
of
has
been
began
daughter
jealousy
to take him from me?"
a flaming sword in the hands of an the fight on the Interurban Railway day she remained in bed, speaking smaller things from the living room word, yet he readily believed, as dir
The woman, a creature of impulse,
from
(Continued
unscrupulous antagonist who knows had first started, at command of the never a word, busy with her own into the bedroom where the real work the others, that both Wright and shi
Yesterday)
was moved.
how to use it. To make Gloria think boss, Jack Durken, a ward heeler, ap thoughts. The next day, that of the of packing was being done.
were the only ones who could tell the
"You'd better give it up, Turkey. I
that she was
had gone over to the enemy. election, she ' dressed, but did not
When the packing was about com story. The woman in whose room ihe
a man untrue
ain't goin' to let you touch that man." to her, was defending To make her parently
The man had found employment in leave her room.
pleted the little girl remembered thai ,had been found was etill in a deliriout
something.
"Ah, you're a woman," sighed Glo- believe that she had been defeated
When it was seen that Gloria was she had brought a doll with her. In condition at the city hospital and
CHAPTER XX.
by the circulation department of the
ria. "You know a woman's heart"
the greater charm of Little Ella her- News, and soon afterward the infor- under tb cloud of a settled melan searching for it in a pile of clothing .nothing could be learned from her.
"Nix on that love spiel, Ella," commation reached Wright that one of hie choly, there was debate how best to beside Wright's trunk she felt some Although Kerr had ordered the police
If Gloria believed that she had put
self, was far more.
"Do you think I'd 'a' let you hid own employes was a former henchman minister to her. Her very silence thing hard. To Batisfy her curiosity to bring in Ryan and Kelly, the search
to flight for all time such gentlemanly manded Ryan. "This ain't no valentine
lady. You can't fool us that man if he'd loved you? . Never.
made the problem more perplexing she drew it forth,' to discover, instead had been unsuccessful.
assassins as Mr. Kelly and Mr. Ryan, with party, soft-soathat
talk. . We gotta You don' know why he come
She uttered never a word by which of her doll, that it was a framed picbut
her feeling of triumph did not last
"What!" gasped Dr. Hayes, "don't
here,
carry out the boss' orders, Buck, look I do. He come to see me. He loves
they might pluck out the heart of the ture of a young woman. It was a pic- iyou know how you got out of that
long. As the door into the hall was in that
closet"
me."
mystery. Strange as it may seem, she ture of Gloria which had appeared in :mess and why the thugs didn't finish
still open she did not dare make a
Ryan recognized that the time for
did not even ask about Joe Wright.
She beat her breasts as she spoke
a weekly society paper.
move in Wright's direction. She deyou?"
come.
action
had
On his side he had to
She did, however, read the morning
her words and her eyes
termined to close the door and pull the
emphasize
Patty had helped wrap the framed
Wright shook his head. His visitor's
brute
which
force
overwhelming
and
afternoon
papers carefully. In pictures in old newspapers, and as she manner puzzled him.
the washstand in front of it, wedging would enable him to do as
sparkled with the challenge she had
he
pleased, just hurled at tbe daughter of the
neither was there any reference to an brought Gloria's picture, she exclaimed
"T don't know a thing. I think soma
It under the knob, before trying
attack on the editor. As her mind triumphantly, "Here's another picture, one helped me in some way or other,
to succor the injured man. When Kelly had turned to look into the boss. Gradually, bit by bit, the veneer
closet when he was stopped by Glo of
beat upon the bars of its new iron Mr. Joey."
iShe walked toward the door, it again
civilization had been chipped away.
but Dr. Norton claimed he knew notb
ria's
cage, it sufficed her to know that all
framed the forms of Ryan and Kelly. had outburst. What Ryan had said Gloria no longer saw the gulf that sepWright' had put it aside surrepti Ing.
reminded
of her own power,
her
must be well with him
arated them. She knew only that by
jAs a result of & short conference just
tiously when packing the things he
."Well, I'll be darned!"
you are, you infamous
Joe Wright's injuries were not of a had planned to take with him for Im
out of earshot, they had decided to "Stand where
words this other woman was
cozening
"Don't; there's no occasion for U
I
to
Must tell you the truth
thugs!
serious nature, yet it was thought best mediate use. For the fraction of a now you're out of politics. Tho first
to make her think she had been
return and get their man.
be obeyed? If you are above the law, trying
he
that
remain at home for several minute there had been a debate in his thing I knew was when I heard Dr.
robbed of her own.
Her weakness
"What do you want?" Her heart I am
higher still. Mike Noonan
days. By means of the telephone and mind as to whether or not he would Norton say, 'He's coming to, all
Now when she summoned ail
sank.
could have told you who I am. You left her.
through the men who came to the be weak enough to carry her picture right.'"
she joyed to find it did
her
"We're lookin' fer a man," Kelly
speak of your boss, then learn the not strength,
house he edited the News the day with him. He had finally placed it un
As Little Ella proclaimed
fail.
snarled.
Soon Hayes picked up his hat to go.
truth."
were hiding had
previous to election. Over the same der a pile of clothing beside his He stood for an instant, as if inviting
man
"And he come into this room, too,"
the
that
they
What yer glvin' us?" Jeered Ryan come
telephone line came the cheering news steamer trunk.
to see her, Gloria sprang to the
"We don't as he advanced toward the
Ryan added doggedly.
Wright to speak. As he did not da
place where side of the
the next night that the dominant party
'It's extremely good of you to find so, the visitor asked, thinking of Glocried with all the
want to make you uncomf 'table, lady,
and
bed,
Wright lay hidden.
had been defeated. David Kerr's rule that picture," the man remarked with ria the while:
of an overwrought soul:
but we gotta git that man."
I am Glo indignation
"Stand
had been broken.
the gravity he sometimes assumed ic
"You lie!"
The way he said it made Gloria feel ria Kerr." back," she cried.
"Is there anything you want to know,
down in
Nothing of a personal nature had treating Patty as one of equal years now that you're going on a vacation
but
"That's
what
that he meant business. All she could
say,
you
The two men looked at each other
been allowed to help contribute to thjs and understanding; "I doubt if L or would
do was play for time and pray foi in
heart you know it's the trutb.
you like me to deliver any
astonishment, and Little Ella sat your
success. No mention had been made should have found it."
he's been here.
t
Mrs. Hayes to return.
time
first
ain't
the
It
messages?"
bolt upright in bed.
in
edithe
of
News
the
assault on its
"I was. hunting for my dolly, and
"There's no man here," she ex
Oh, he's told me about you, the boss'
"No, none." Then after a pause, "It
The boss' "
DUt us me ne lovea.
The Thought of Physical Injury Did tor in Mike Noonan's lodging house, looked under a pile of things and is better so."
plained In her most winning manner
....
Daughter," Gloria finished Ryan's flaugnter;
ii
because to Wright it had appeared as found the pretty picture lady." She
in .!.!
"You can see that plainly for yourself. exclamation.
iui uuei
Not Occur to Him.
i ne men were iorgouen
"Well, I'm off," remarked the doctor;
"I am the daughter o?
a personal matter. The day previous gazed at the picture of Gloria admir He
ao elemental that it could have had
I came over from the mission to take David Kerr. Now
spoke carelessly, to hid his rego."
of
notorious
first
Gloria
the
had
ward
denounced him and cried ingly...
leader,
its setting. On one
care of this sick woman. You arc
gret, for at heart he keenly sympain her bearing mada the stone age for
Something
Mike
Noonan. Durken was loud in aloud for vengeance. He recognized
'Really, Patty, you astonish me! thized with the man who was making
only making her worse by bursting them feel that she was telling the side, hate as bitter as the grave; on
love and faith stronger than his denunciations of David Kerr and that had Gloria not been mixed up in Your perspicacity is exceeded only bj so strong a fight for a principle that
Into her room in such a rude fashion. truth.
the
other,
timid
now
and apoloKelly,
his followers, and appeared willing to the affair the result might have been your perseverance. I don't think
Please go out gently; she must have
love itself had to give way before it
death itself.
getic, was the first to speak.
Globetray whatever he knew of the meth- the same, but the personal element should ever have found that picture Then he added, apparently as an aftertis
utter
a
word
It perfectly quiet."
lie,"
you
"Every
we didn't know you was
Well,
was what made him hold his peace.
Just leave it on the table there, anc hought, "By tho way, I believe that
ria blazed. "If you loved him you ods of the gang.
Turkey Ryan so far forgot himsell why didn't you say "
The news that the day had been carThe editor found him a fountain of
don't if you love me lose your dolly offer for your paper still holds good."
jin the presence Of his betters as tc
"I gue6s we'll go see Noonan," was wouldn't have called these cutthroats."
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